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Seen&Heard Mali Dancers Give Hypnotic Tualrc:s
l y6ACveer:til;
f rop Garden Club
Performance Here Last Night
Around
To Sponsor
Murray
Contest

Vol. LXXXIX No. 288

Sp4 Stanley T. Hargrove Is
Awarded Medal In Vietnam

by United Press International
The statewide average for
Kentucky burley tobacco dropSP4 Stanley T. Hargrove, son 1st Infantry Division which was
By a Staff Writer
reached a cresendo of wild, hy- ped six cents Wednesday under
of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hargrove held up by an estimated North
A national dancing ensemble pnotic rhythms which mesmer- the preceding day's to $74.67
of Murray Route One at Stella, Vietnamese Army battalion.
from the Republic of Mall
audience with its fero- per 100 pounds — only 12 cents
The Civic Music Association put electrified an appreciate aud- ized the
has been awarded the Bronze
"During the move through
The Garden Department of
throbbing drums, and re- below Monday's record high.
city,
the big pot in the little one ience last night in the auditStar Medal while serving with 2000 meters of enemy-infested
the
Murray
is
Club
Woman's
alistic projection.
Twelve of the 26 reporting
last night when they presented orium of the Fine Arts Buildthe U.S. Army in Vietnam.
terrain, Hargrove's vehicle was
Generally the frantic dancing markets showed gains Wednes- again sponsoring the outdoor
the Mali dancers.
The award was made on Nov- under constant hostile automaing.
Christmas
lighting
program
and drum beats revealed a pri- day while 14 reported losses.
ember 5, 1968. He is serving tic weapons and antitank rocThe group presented a prowithin the city of Murray. This
This was thoroughly enjoyable gram of authentic dances from mitive view, never before ex- The Covington had not report- was discontinued a few years
with the Troop E 2D Squadron, ket fire. During the move his
perienced here in Murray.
Wednesday
by
night.
late
ed
1 1 th Armored Cavalry Regim- assault vehicle received a dirand a treat for Murrayans. It Mali tribal life accompanied by
ago, but requests have come
almost filled auditorium
An
Volume
high,
remained
with
brought to life many things drums of various sizes and
ent.
'ect hit from an antitank rocket,
resounded with repeated ap- 21.4 million pounds selling for from numerous sources for re
which National Geographic rea- shapes and stringed musical
The reason for the medal as wounding the vehicle commannewing the project for the 1968
plause for the talented dancers more than $16 million.
ders have read about for years. instruments peculiar to the
stated by Charles Cantrell, Bri- der and the other scout obserfrom Mali.
Carrollton floors had the, holiday season.
gadier General, BS, Chief of ver.
West African area.
A
planning
committee
was
As the final performance was third straight high o1.415:16 per
One wonders why these people
Staff, is as follows:
"Moments later, the vehicle
The Call of the Tam-Tam, concluded applause brought the 160- pounds, and Shelbyville, appointed earlier this year by
have all these various and sun- utilizing the giant drum reserv"Hargrove distinguished him- commander received another
SP4 Stanley T. Hargrove
and they re- Danville, Mount Sterling and Mrs. J. B. Wilson, chairman of
ensemble
back
self by heroism in connection wound from a small arms
dry dances, but when you stop ed for "talking" with tribes
the Garden Department, and
with military operations against round, causing him to fall from
to think about it, they have no miles away, brought applause sponded by entering., into a Cynthiana all topped the $75 her program committee. The
frantic
dance
accompanied by mark.
a hostile force on September 12, his position. Reacting instantly,
TV, few books, no radio, no from the audience as the drums
group
and
has
formulated
met
The Federal-State
Market
1968, while serving as Scout Hargrove completely exposed
picture shows, etc., so they, as throbbed and vibrated, rising all of the drums and an inplans. The department will
man always has, manufacture to a staccato of ear-shattering strument made of hollow canes News Service reported the sponsor
Observer with Troop E, 2d himself to the enemy fire in an
window,
doorway,
which. sounded somewhat like quality of offerings slightly
Squadron, 11th Armored Caval- attempt to aid and to remove
their own entertainment.
sound, then falling to a mes- a zylophone.
lower Wednesday, with bidd- house, and lawn divisions, each
An attempted breakin was re- ry Regiment, in the
Republic the vehicle commander from
meric rhythm.
having ribbon awards only.
As
the
drummers
ing
slightly
ported
weaker
lower
neared
on
the
this
morning
to the Mur- of Vietnam.
They have a dance for everythe cupola.
Mali maidens, bare to the edge of the stage, they
In
the
window
category,
degrades.
ray
Police Department by Bil- "On this date,
leaped
thing, for weddings, funerals, waist, swayed, and gyrated
Hargrove's
"Hargrove then took up a
corations
may
be
inside
or
outout into the area immediately
Some lower quality flying*
ly Smith of the Hutson Chemi- troop was assigned the
fertility, bountiful
harvests, gracefully, then reached a climission position in the cupola and conside with concentration on the cal Company, Railroad
in
front
and
of
the
leaf
grades
off
aboat
were
stage
and
Avenue.
of
relieving Company A of the tinued to direct highly-accurand chasing sickness and de- max of contortion in the Danwindow itself. The doorway divbrought the throbbing, caco- $1 per hundredweight.
Smith called the police at
mons away,
ate suppressive fire into the
n, • dance which celebrates phonous, and
ision will include only the door 7:04 a.m, and said the
hypnotic drummbreakin
hostile positions. His actions
a bountiful harvest. Seeming ing into the front
and the immediate area around occurred sometime
rows
of
between
the
By 'online the Murray Civic to compete with one another in
were instrumental in defeating
it.
audience,
Wednesday
much
to
at
the gratifi.
five p.m. and
Music Association, more and skill and suppleness, the dancthe hostile elements and reThe house will be judged by seven a.m. today.
cation of the concert goers.
better
productions can
be ers presented a true view of
lieving the beleaguered infanthe
over-all
decorations.
The
The concert last night was
The police report said the
brought here for the general African ritual dancing.
try company.
lawn may include a separate window glass in the
the first presentation of the
office and
edification, enjoyment, and en"Hargrove's unwavering de
Throughout the two hour Murray Civic
divisiolij.
from
the
house,
such
also
in
the
Music
bathroom
Association
had
been
tertainnaent of local folks.
votion to duty, personal courlong production, various cere- and was
John R. Adams, 101 Clark ar a special tree or grouping broken, but
styled as Les Danseurs
nothing was reage and deep concern for the
monial masks were used by the
Hall, reported to the Murray of shrubs.
ported missing.
Hubert Humphrey has turned Mali tribesmen. This complete Africains. This L'Ensemble Na- Police Department that clothes
Two chome wheels and two welfare of his comrades in
Judging
will
be
based
on
tional
Du
Mali
is
traveling over
down the job of Ambassador to collection of Dogon masks was
Goodrich tires were reported arms were in keeping with the
valued at about $1000.00 ware creative originality rather than
the UN. One can hardly blame both weird and fascinating, the world presenting to the stolen from his borne over ere expensive lighting or gaudy
stolen from the car of Jerry highest traditions of the milihim. This is a frustrating job and formerly were viewed only people of various nations some Thanksgiving holiday weekad. displays.
Brady of Mayfield that was tary service and reflect great
of the tribal and ceremonial
at its very best.
parked on the lot on North credit upon himself, his unit
by the men of the tribe. Any
Lights must be burning from
dances of Mali, West Africa.
Adults
96
—
Census
15th Street.
Adams said he had loft Ida 6 to 9 p.m each night from
and the United States Army."
woman seeing highly secret Mali
is
located
Census
in
Nursery
West
6
—
Africa, keys on November 16 and
The Harvard Business Review I ceremonies using these masks
Brady reported to the MurThe Calloway County soldier
whoa December 20th through De
bordered
December
1%1I
by
Admissions,
3,
the Sahara with he left November
of September-October, 1968 had were put to death.
ray Police Department of the entered the Army September
27 he locked cember 26th.
the
Ivory Coast to the south. the
Mrs. Margaret Simmons and theft of the wheels and tires at 11, 1967, and
an article entitled "Business
door. When he returned the
took his basic
Ancient masks of other tribThose who wish their homes
baby girl, 1313 Kirkwood, Mur- 9-30 p.m. Wednesday. Police training at Fort
Men and the Student Left" es of West Africa were worn The nation is partly desert and door was unlocked and the clo- to be judged may contact
Campbell. He
memray; Master Mike Armstrong, said the wheels and tires had had advanced training
which was in turn condensed by by the male dancers. This is partly heavy forests which ac- thes were gone.
at Fort
bers of the committee as folVicki
counts
Mrs.
Mayfield;
for
3,
the
Route
several
ethnic
a SCAN a publication of the Ad- the first time these masks have
been recovered from a car be- Knox before leaving for Vietlows: Mrs. Fred Gingles, chair1611
girl,
baby
groups
and
Conner
which
live
within its
vertising Checking Bureau.
left Mali because of their highman, Mrs. Vandal Wrather, Rhine, Murray; Master Mike longing to a person from Hop- nam February 17, 1968.
borders. It has a population of
Taken from his room weal, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
Hargrove recently spent his
ly prized significance, antiquity,
or Mrs. Garrison, Route 6, Murray; kinsville.
4
5
million.
six suits, Cashmere top coat, L. J. Hortin. The call
The article points out that the delicacy and their inestimable
Later at 9:55 p.m. Alfred A Ft&R in Hong Kong and talked
must
be
James Shekell, Route 3, Mur- Buczynski of 412 Sycamore, by telephone
Members of the Murray Civic tuxedo, tuxedo shirt and accesNew Left seeks to destroy what value.
twice with his
registered by December 19.
ray; Mrs. Suzanne Veatch, 1602 Murray, reported that a top parents and
Music Association may also at- sories, sport coat, underwear,
it is against, how to seek out
brothers while on
The performance last night
Loyd
Murray;
tend
Ave.,
Dodson
concerts
in
Paris
and
Mar- socks, 12 shirts, pak shoes, sad
grievances from curricula to was a skilful blend of dance,
coat, stereo player, and four the R&R.
tin, Tennessee, and Paducah.
Sils, Box 93, Hardin; Mrs. Vie- stereo tapes had been stolen
four ties.
cafeterias to restriction on sex- song, humor, and intensily.
He is a graduate of Calloway
llth
South
410
Pogue,
ginia
tell freedom, how to smear
from his car at the parking lot County High School and was
Tha,fina' nuzber on the
eel
Kayne
Miss
Murray;
Street,
"war" corporation and bow to gram was the observance of the
on 15th Streat.
employed by the Murray DivisBeasley, Route 6, Murray; Mrs.
evade the draft.
The city police report said ion of the Tappan Company berite of "The Possessed". Both
Beatrice Hughes, 105 No. 14th a crow bar and vice grip pliers fore entering
the service.
male and female dancers partiStreet, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy were found at the scene of the
*mars Is a quote from a New cipated in this ceremony which
His address for those who
Kim Pennington, son of Mr. McCann, Route 2, Kirksey; Baby
, Left "architect" who point/ out increased in tempo until it
car breakin.
would like to send him Christ
and Mrs. Clinton Pennington of boy Willis, Route 2, Murray;
in an unofficial student publiRodney W. George of Rich- mas cards or letters is as folMurray Route Three, will par- Mrs. Bessie Coles, Route 2, Harcation what the "revolution"
mond Hall notified the city po- lows:
ticipate in the recital to be din; Mrs. Marjorie Jackson, 307
is all about.
lice at 11:30 last night that his
SP/4 Stanley T Hargrove
held
tonight
(Thursday)
at
cently
won
prizes
in the West
Billy Joe Kingins of the New
W. Main Street, Dresden, Tenn. car parked on 15th Street near
"Laugh at professors; disoUS53908832
eight
p.m.
at
the
recital
hall
of
Horseman's Show
Dismissals
Providence Riding Club placed Kentucky
bey your parents; burn your
the stadium had been broken
1st.
Platoon
the
Price
Doyle Fine Arts buildMaster Ricky Litchfield. Rt. Into sometime between six and
second in the barrel racing held at Reidland. Fourteen
money; you know life is a
Troop E. 2/11 Armd. Cav.
ing on the Murray State Uni- 3, Murray; Mrs. Mary Jane Morother
persons
entered
race
the
class
of
the
American
Quarter
dream and all of our instituten p.m.
Regt.
ton and baby girl, Route 5, BenHorse Association Show a n d which had an estimate of versity campus.
tions are man-made illusions
George told police that the
APO San Francisco
Pennington
will
play
Piano
$150.00
prizes.
in
Balentine,
DexJoann
Mrs.
the
ton;
National
Cutting Horse
effective because you take the
latch on the vent window had
California 96257
Kenneth Cromwell and Bill Concerto No. 2 in G Minor by ter; Mrs. Sue Joyce, Route 1, been broken to open
Show held at the fairgrounds
4dream for reality. The rich are
the car
Saint-Saens
in
addition
to
acWarren,
Calloway
both of the
Hardin; James Wisehart, Route door. The stereo tape player
at Memphis, Term., the past
rich because they are thieves
County Riding Club, placed companying Don Whitis, bari- 1, Hazel; Miss Shirley Hays, Rt. was partly torn from the
weekend.
and the poor are poor because
dash
tone,
who
will
give
his senior 6, Murray; Leonard Morris, Rt.
Kingins won second in the third in their classes entered.
which was bent, and the mirrthey are victims . . .
recital.
Cromwell,
"Good
riding
Murray;
732
Knight,
Gillus
3,
class
while
riding
his
mare,
or on the side of the car was
"What's needed is a generJustice W. Stuart of 500
Pennington is a junior music Nash Drive, Murray; Aaron
broken, according to the police
ation of people who are frea- Whitnell Avenue, Murray, is re- "Lady Graybar" He had re- Judgment, placed third in the major
at Murray State working Chapman, 209 Woodlawn, Murjunior
and
cutting
open
cutting
ky, crazy, irrational, sexy, an- ported to be in fair condition
toward the Bachelor of Music ray; Master Ralph Mills, 800 report.
class
The police report said that
gry, irreligious, childish and this morning by the officials of
degree.
He is a student of Prof. Burch, Benton; Mrs Glenda
Warren,
riding "Strike Jay",
the person or persons also
mad; people who burn draft the Murray-Calloway County
Denson
Elliott.
placed third in the non-profesGarner, Route 5, Murray; Mrs. scratched the top of the car.
cards, burn high school and Hospital.
Johnnie G. Rogers died sub
sional class and also third in
Sally Merrell (To Cony.
Nothing was reported taken
college degrees; people who
Stuart received head injuries
denly this morning about five
senior
class.
the
cutting
Buchanan,
Tenn.;
2,
AlRoute
from the car.
I say: 'To hell with your goals"; in a two oar accident on U.S.
o'clock at his home on Lynn
Estimates of the prize money
vin Sanders (To Cony. Div.),
people who lure the youth with Highway 641 North, 2.6 miles
Grove Route One.
junior
in
$400.00,
the
class
was
Route
Mrs.
Murray;
Oda
4,
music, pot and acid; people from Murray on Wednesday at
The deceased was 78 years
in the non-professional class
Black (Expired) (Cony. Div.),
who re-define reality, who re- 6:40 am., according to Kenof age and was a retired farm$400.00, and in the senior cutt- The funeral for Hubert Mor- 205 W. 13th Street, Benton.
define the normal; people who tucky State Trooper Ronald
er. His wife died about thirty
ing $700.00.
ris, age 84, a native of Callobreak with the status-role-title- Anderson who was called to
years ago.
Warren
showed
the
also
in
way
County.
was
held
at
today
consumer game; people who irvestigate the accident.
Delmus Bedwell of Route
Survivors are two daughters,
point
cutting
by
open
one
class
p.m.
at the Lindsey Funone
have nothing material to lose
Three, Paris, Tenn., was inter- Mrs. J. 0. Christ of Lakeland.
Bobby Joe Garland of Ben$400.00
cutting
novice
in
the
eral Home Chapel, Paducah,
but their flesh."
red at the Chapel Hill Method- Fla., and Mrs. Bob Burton of
ton Route One near Hardin was
class. with Rev. Joe Gardner •n d
We were not wise in under- also involved in the accident.
ist Church Cemetery following
About
horses
hundred
seven
Mrs. Tullus (Oda) Black of funeral services at the church Vincennes, Ind.; two sons, Gene
Rev. Jimmy Cooper officiating.
standing fascism, as World War He was treated for cuts and
Rogers of Murray Route One
Interment was in the Jeffrey Benton, age 78, died Tuesday on Wednesday at one p.m.
' III and the Dachau gas chamb- lacerations at the emergency
(Continued on Page eight)
and Glen Rogers of Lynn Grove
at
four
a.m.
at
the
Cemetery
in
ConvalesCounty
Calloway
ers testify. We ignored it for room of the Murray-Calloway
Grandsons served as pallbear- Route One; two sisters, Mn.
with Joe Hutchens, Johnny cent Division of the Murray- ers.
too long. We were not wise in County Hospital.
Ethel Miller and Mrs. Luck
Calloway
Hutchens,
County
Hospital.
Gus
Noble
Byars,
understanding communism, as
Bedwell, age 89, died Tues- (Evon) Burt of Lynn Grove;
Trooper Anderson said GarThe
deceased was preceded day at the Crestview Nursing
Free, George Hobbs, and Leonhe shattered reputations of the land, driving a 1964 Pontiac,
seven
grandchildren;
three
in death by her husband v.tio Home. Paris, Tenn.
ard Johnson as pallbearers.
McCarthy era testify. We over- was going south on U.S 641.
great grandchildren.
was
a
company
retired
Morris,
oil
agent
employe
retired
of
will
we
Nor
be
The
reacted to it.
deceased was born OctoHe had just passed a car and
Funeral arrangements are inThe Ken-Bar Inn located on G. W. Martin and Sons Tobac- and vice-president of the Bank ber 23, 18'79, at Coldwater in complete, but friends may call
had pulled back in his lane of
(Continued on Page Eight)
of
Marshall
co
County.
Company,
Paducah
He
died
died
in
Calloway County and was the at the Max H. Churchill Funtraffic, but ran off on the shoulU S. Highway 641 near Kentucky Dam State Park is re- Tuesday at the Nance Nursing 1953 in an automobile accid- son of the late John J Bedwell eral Home after six p.m. today
der, lost control of the vehicle,
ent.
Home.
He
moved
to
Paducah
and Elsif Furchess Bedwell. He
ported to be in deep financial
skidding sideways into the left
Funeral services were held was married to the former Min- (Thursday).
in 1928 and resided at 1720
trouble.
lane of traffic, according to
Reports are that a suit has Broad Street. He was a mem- today at 11 a.m. at the Collier nie Gertrude Hicks who precedAnderson.
Funeral Home Chapel, Benton, ed him in death some
United Pr... I ate rasttonal
been filed against its owners ber of the Gospel Mission.
years
As the Garland car skidded,
The deceased is survived by with Rev. Gene Coates officiat- ago. He was a retired farmer
for the $623,000 mortgage owed
Stuart, driving a 1964 Falcon
ing.
Burial
one
was
daughter,
Mrs.
in
the
Dan
BurBenton
and was a member of Jones
to Central Bank and Trust Co.,
by United Press international station wagon north on 641, hit
keen of Paducah, eight grand- Cemetery,
Chapel Baptist Church.
Owensboro.
the Garland car, the trooper
Partly cloudy and colder tochildren,
i
Survivors
and
grand14
great
are
a
brother, Doc Survivors are his daughter,
Temple Hill No. 276 F. &
The inn was built in 1965 at
said. Stuart's head broke the
day with a few snow flurries
Starks of St. Louis, Mo., one Mrs. A. L. Norton of Paris A. M. will hold its regular stata cost of more than $1.7 mil- children.
mostly east and windy, high 38 windshield of his car in the colniece, and two nephews.
Route Three; four sons, Ken- ed communication on Saturday,
lion and started operation in
the lision.
to 46. Fair tonight, low in
neth and Heyard of Paris. Doyle December 7, at seven p.m.
July 1966.
Damage to the Stuart car
Work in the Master Masons
of Clarksville, Tenn., and
A decision on the disposal of
was on the front and to the
Phlenoy of Paducah; 14 grand- degree will be held.
the property is expected to be
Garland oar on the right front.
All members are urged to atchildren; 15 great grandchilmade sometime next week by
tend and visitors are welcome.
dren
Nat Ryan Hughes who was ap- Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
pointed special judge in the at Murray State University will
The Murray-Calloway County
case by the Court of Appeals. conduct a door to door toy
drive for the Outwood Child- Shrine Club will have its
JUST tO SHOPPING
ren's Hospital.
monthly fellowship breakfast at
DAYS 'TIL
TWO CITED
Approximately $20.00 from
The drive will be held Sat- the South Side Restaurant on
... cHgthSTAAAS
the money box of the candy
Pictured above Is Billy Joe
urday, December 7, starting at Sunday, December 8, at nine
WONDER WHAT
Two persons were cited by
Andrea Kemper, daughter of
20.. Partly cloudy with renew- machine at the Thomas Honda Kinglets of this fil•w Providence
nine a.m. Good usable toys for S.M.
Department
l'LL GET THIS
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Kemper
ed chance of snow flurries Fri- Sales was reported missing in Riding Club with this large tro- the Murray Police
Christmas are needed for the
Following the breakfast a of 600 Olive, Murray. has been
YEAR:
the breakin reported there last phy that the club won in the on Wednesday. They were children.
day, high about 40.
short meeting to discuss mat- initiated as a new member of
night.
recent West Kentucky Horse- reckless driving and indecent
For
special
call
pick
753-.
up
Christmas Sock and Buskin Drama Club
Kenneth Thomas of 1103 Mul- man's Association banquet. Kin- exposure.
g Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 354.1,
7222, a fraternity spokesman ters concerning the
party to be held after the re- at Murray State University.
down 0.1; below dam 301.9, berry Street, Murray, reported gins won second place in the
said.
gular meeting on December 21
Seven persons were initiated
that the person or persons large horse show held at the
down 0.8.
WINDOW OPEN
will be held.
by Sock and Buskin November
Barkley Lake - 7 a m 354.1, broke the window on the south Memphis, Tenn, last weekend.
NOW YOU KNOW
The members and their fami- 24 during ceremonies held in
up 0.1; below dam 306 5, down aide of the building and left ,Kenneth Cromwell and Bill
The Post Office has announclies will then attend the church the Murray State auditorium.
by the door, according to the Warren of the Calloway County
6.8.
by
International
United
Press
stamp
of their choice All members
Miss Kemper is a sophomore
Sunrise 655; sunset 4:40. report made by the Murray Po- Riding Club also won in the ed that it will have one
'rue human body has approxipe
and parcel post window on,..1
and their families are urged to English major who is minoring
Memphis show.
Moon rises 4.47 p.m.
lice Department
mately
650
muscles.
different
Saturday until 4:00 p.m.
attend.
In art and drama
most of which work in pairs.

Attempted Breakin
Is Reported Today

Three Cars
Broken Into

Clothes Valued At
$1000 Are Stolen

Hospital Report

Billy Joe Kingins Places
Second In Memphis Show

Kim Pennington To
Participate In
Recital Tonight

J. W.Stuart
Listed As
Fair Today

Mr. Rogers
Dies Today

Funeral Held Today
For Hubert Morris

Former County Man
Succumbs Tuesday

Mrs. Talus Black
Dies Here Tuesday

Suit Is Filed
Against Ken-Bar

Temple Hill 276
To Meet Saturday

Toy Drive Planned
Here For Saturday

Shrine Club Will
Meet For Breakfast

Money Taken From
The Honda Sales

Andrea Kemper Is
Drama Club Member

"--(

as.
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Quotes From The News
se mama PSIS'S DITIREATIONAL

-

NEW YORK -- Julius Nislow, 60-year-old white principal of a predominantly Negro elementary school in
Brooklyn, announcing to his teachers that he was retiring because of a threatening letter he received:
-This is good-by. I am leaving."
WASHINGTON — President Johnson, expressing his
hope that President-elect Richard M. NIX011 will use the
UXils of economic policy forcefully to guarantee full
eMploym en t
-God help us if we find ourselves returning to a
Period of high unemployment, with the 'haves' fighting
the 'no longer haves' for precious Jobs. That is
a prescription for so=bal (tts.oster."
MIAMI BEACH — Dr. David R Mace of Wake Forest
University, reporttng to a convention of the
American
Medical Association that a revolutionary chang
e hail
taken place in sex in marriage:
"With the abazxionment of traditional ideas
that
sex was unclean and unwholesome, marrie
d couples
have been liberated to seek new and higher
levels of
sexual fulfillment."
SAN FRANCD3C0 — Ron Dellums, a Berkel
ey city
COuncilman commenting at a rally on
the San Francisco State Oollege campus at which he vowed
to help
protect demonstrating Negroe students:
-We'll be here with our bodies tomor
row to protect
our finest if the police are not removed."

Bible Thoughtfor Today
So God created man in his own image,
in the image
of God created he him_ —Genesis 1:2'7.
Spirit and dust are strangely intermingled
, at our
best we approach His likeness

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGIZ•TIM= VII&

Oval Outland died yesterday morning at
his home
on South 12th Street. He was 63 years of
age.
A meeting was held last night in Mayfie
ld of the
super highway committee for a propos
ed highway which
will connect St Louis and Nashville
L D. Miller, Jr.,
and Judge Waylon Rayburn of Murray
attended.
Richard Artigas of Cuba, who will
enter Murray
State Co/lege the next semester, was
the speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
Dale Alexander of Murray was high
scorer for the
Murray State College Thoroughbreds
as they posted
a 66-51 victory over the New ,Mexi
co AdzM basketball
team at the MSC Sports Arena.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES nxs

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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January 1. 11142
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Ilia reserve the right to reject any Adverng. Letters to the Siam
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Interest of our readers
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No Law Against
Wife Stealing?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY How come there are laws against stealing
chickens, horses, and automobiles, but there aren't any
laws
against stealing a man's mcnt precious poF.session—his wife.
I'll bet if there were a penalty of 10 years in the
penitentiary for wife stealing, there wouldn't be so many
divorces, and poor little innocent children the victims of btoken
homes
DENISON. TEX
DE.AR laENISON: Chickens. horses, and automobiles.
the
possession of which is protected by chattel lass. can neither
gise nor 'withhold consent to be stolen. right'?
A wile She could be "kidnaped." but if she goes willingl
y.
she's not stolen. Besides, she's no chattel.

'Union Pine-0
NOnooli

ironsido

DEAR ABBY I passed a Jewish cemetery
recently and
noticed that the tombstones were very tall and
close together
A friend cf mine told me that it's an Wel custom
of the Jess ish
people to bury their dead with caskets upright
. Was my friend
rigi.t? No offense. dear
S. A. S. IN CLEVELAND
DEAR S. A. S.: No. The Jewish people
bury their dead
horizontally. same as Christians.
DEAR ABBY: In reply to the girl who
thinks "It is the
dumbest thing she ever heard" that a girl
at school doesn't
attend the dances because it is against
her religion. I would
like to quote some men of widely differen
t faiths who has ,
spoken out on this subject
A Jewish rabbi writes, "Modern dancing
is popular. ro
beczuse of its grace, but because of its
appeal to our towel
nature "
A Presbyterian preacher says,
"Dancing, balls, and
partying lead to forgetfulness of God."
Clovis Cnappel.' noted Methodist evangel
ist, states. "60.000
girls enter the underworld every
year, and three-fourths of
them by the dance floor."
A Roman Catholic confessional reveals
that 19 out of every
NI young women who go wrong attribut
e it to the dance
These are only a few of many exampl
es. By the way. I
am not a member of any of the above
-mentioned religious
organizations I am a 16-year-old Christi
an boy who prefers not
to add to the strifes of life by partaki
ng in the dance I don't
think it is "dumb" and I don't think
I've missed a thing
Actually. I think I've gained a lot by not dancing
CONTENT, BUT NOT DANCING, IN CHEYE
NNE, WYO.
Everybody has a problem What's yours! Foe a persona
l
reply write Is Abby. Box Mak Los Angeles, Cal.. NM
and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed esvelepe.

Murray State's 'Thoroughbreds hold
a victory ii
their first game under new coach Harlan
Hodges afte
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET, "HOW TO HAVE A LOVEL
coming from behind to defeat Kentucky
Y
Wesleyan 56-4
WEDDING." SEND DM TO ABBY. BOX Snit
at the Cai.rr Health Building.
LOS
ANGEL
ES. CAL.. MU
In high school basketball Brewers beat
Hazel, Ne
Concord beat Almo, Fulgharn beat Lynn
Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. A H. Webb of Murray
announce th
Item and Mary College.
ALMANAC
marriage of their daughter, Annette, to
Glenn E. HoganIn 1848, President Polk concamp, son of Mr. and Mrs. W E. Hogan
camp of Bardw
by United Press International firmed the discovery of gold in
Today is Thursday, Dec. 5, California, which led to the
the 340th day of 1968 with 26 gold rush.
In 1933, prohibition warn a- ,
to follow
The moon is between its full bolished with the 21st amendment,
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Mars
In 1963, former New York
and Jupiter
The evening stars are Saturn , Gov. Herbert Lehman, died.
Ens in tor the money you
and Venus.
A thought for the day —
need to nuke this a real
On this day in history
Johathan Swift said, "Satire is
Holiday season. You'll enjoy
In 1776, the first scholastic a sort of glass, wherein
doing business where you're
fraternity in America. Phi Beta I ers generally discove beholdatveys No l—never a sixKappa, was organized at Wil- body's face but their r everyown."
fore conics/ter manlier.
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DEAR ABBY Our daughter is 17'7 and she's
in her last
year of high school She has fallen in love with a
50-year-old
man. and Abby. we are about out of our minds.
They want to marry when she is 18 They claim
they are
"in love" and are miserable when they're apart.
Th.s man aas plenty of money, drives a big
Cadillac, and
he's a snappy dresser He doesn't look his age
He's very peppy
and a aonderful dancer ISo is she He's
promised her a
Hawaiian honeymoon and a whole new dream
world Our
daughter says it's not the money She'd love him
if he were
poor Can this be'
Should we try to break them up' What do you
say, Abby?
Do you think they could be happy together?
HER MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Those May-December marriag
es are
usualis alidis happy as long as flies last, but
they seldom last
Mug If you try to break them up. you
might hasten the
marriage Tr to persuade your daughter to
wait a chile. U
y ou fail she'll be stuck with a man who
can gise her
eYery thing she wants now, but she'll have to
take her chances
on what's in store later
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FRIDAY EVENING PROGR
AMS

Springfield
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Winchester
Taal
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Sales

ESSI—TV
-WSIX—TV
Cliamiel 4
Chassid 6
Channel II
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
I
Sots:
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uent
effl: dry burley tobacco sales
Wednesday as reported by the
state
ta Department of Agriculture:
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Mexico Developing
Caribbean Coast
NEW YORK 1 UPI)—Mexico
known for its play spots on
Pacific coast, now in planni
to make its Caribbean coast
major resort area
The region involved covers
the eastern portion of the
Yucatan peninsula and includes
the Islands of Cozumel and Mujeres The Mexican Nationa
Tourist Council reports plansl
for a 75-mile paved highway
encircling Cozumel and a 16mile cross-island highway,
fleet of small boats for trill'
along the Quintana Roo coast
and to remote parts of the
Wands, and a ferry service between Florida and Yucatan
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A Skiing Robed
Tom 'Fresh won a Golden
SAO PAULO, Brasil 11W'11— Glove in 1965 for his play in
The first artificial ski slope in left field.
Latin America has been opened
at Garibaldi, a hilly city in
southern Brasil. The slope is
MARK EVERT GRAVE
300 feet long by 30 feet wide
and Is covered with polyethylene brushes
Another 5.000 feet of slopes
and a hotel, to be called the
Ski Mountain Hotel, will be
completed in 1969 There is no
skiing on snow in Brazil.
Since 11E4
For Museum-Minded
NEW ORLEANS (UP!) —
Louisiana has more than 25
:,,useiuns located in 10 cities
throughout the state, says the
Louisiana Tourist Commission

Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White • Manager
111 Maple St.
753-2512
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208 E. Main St.
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REGISTER
FRIDAY EVENINGS 3:30 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.
November 29th - December 20th
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WORLD's LARGEST

Christmas Stocking
FILLED WITH TOYS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
•

SHOPPING FOR A

COLOR TV?

LOANS
$5,000°°

If so, shop with everyone . . .
but be sure to shop with us!
YOU'RE
ALWAYS
NUMBER
ONE
WITH US

Kentucky Mutual
Loan Plan
203 So 5th Street
,Bob LaMastus, Mgr.
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egiate tooth
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Americas, L
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SEE US FORA
HOLIDAY

Sensible Terms to
Fit Your Budget

UP"
Goes

Murray. Ky
Phone 753-5573

TV Service Center
Curtis-Mathes
312 No, 4th St.

Phone 753-5665

ORO
Offers
INC II-YEAR PRO-RATED PICTURE TUBE
WARRANTY
— ONE FULt YEAR FREE SERVICE
—
Hafford James - Owner
Bobby H. Wilson - TV Technician

Victor Olazahal and Chester Martin prepare to hang the
huge Christmas stocking for the public to view in Inc hank lobby
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FURGERSON NAMED 01/C COACH OF YEAR
IIVILLE SHAWNEE
NO. 1 IN STATE

'UP! Player Of The Year
Goes To 0. J. Simpson

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
RESULTS
By United Press International
East
La Salle 100 Baltimore 57
Loyola, Md. 84 Hofstra 62
By GLEN CARPENTER
lone 88 Rosnoke 63
LEXINGTON, Ky. alFt — LouNEW YORK UPI • 0. J. Sirup- first cnoice in the p.utessional Columbia 95 CCNY 37
isville Shawnee, which passed
Fordham 98 Yale 85
By JOE TOM ERWIN
cord for two years is 11-8-1_
son, the most celebrated coll- draft Jan. 28, and thus is doomed
its first test with something
ver made a bad snap from cent
Coart Grid 100 N. Y. Mrtme 62 leas than flying colors, agais
The Murray State football
Tillman made a shambles of CT all season, and Jezik is one
egiate football player of 1968, to begin his new career with what
Brown 79 Rhode Island 59
team continues to reap honors Murray and OVC passing and of the finest young defensive
won the number one position in
• was selected today as the Unit- amounts to the worst team in pro
Rider 71 Lafayette 60
for its fine season as Coach Bill total offense records during his backs in the country. Tillman.
the second weekly Kentucky
e ed Press International College football.
Cornell 93 Syracuse 81
Furgerson has been named two years of quarterbacking
high school basketball ratings
the
Player of the Year.
Rutgers 70 Penn 55
"Coach of the Year" in the Racers. Among his records are
announced today by United
The 6-2, 207 pounder graduates
The fleet Southern California
Navy 70 Harvard 58
Ohio
Valley
Conference and ones for most touchdown passes
Press International.
back, in New York to receive from Southern California as per- SWTHMRE 71 F
quarterback
Larry
Tillman In a career (47), in a season
The Indians, who defeated
the Heisman. Trophy at the Do- haps the greatest runner in coll- Swthnire 71 Frnkin&Mrshil 57
"Player of the Year."
Lee County 72-61 Tuesday night
(25), and in a game (5); most
wntown Athletic Club tonight, also egiate history. In two varsity yea- Lecknsn 72 Elzbehtwn 69
Five Racers were named to yards passing in a season
in Louisville, despite Larry
was the first unanimous select- rs he gained 3,242 yards, falling
South
the first All-OVC team, three and in a game; and most total
Stamper's 29 points, received
ion ever to the UPI All-America only 265 yards short of the three- S. C. 68 Wake Forest 63
to the second team, and one offense in a season and
11 first plae ballots and 1138
in a
year
national mark set by Eugene Iowa St. 72 Tenn. 66
team. The Heisman Trophy is
to the honorable mention list. game.
points from UPI's 20-member
the most coveted prize in coll- "Mercury" Morris of West Tex- Catawba 77 Prsytrn 56
Furgerson
However,
guided
the
Racers
Coaches.
Board of
Coach Furgerson
Hess set a new record for
Md. St. 90 St. Paul's 73
egiate football, presented annua- as State this year.
to a 7-2-1 record and a second touchdown passes in a
Louisville Central jumped from
season
Memphis St. 81 Tex. Azingtn 49 fourth to second on the streng▪ Ily to the country's leading playplace tie in the OVC in his se- (13) and a modern Murray
scorMaryland
65
W.
Va.
86
cond
season as head coach. The ing record (78).
er.
Simpson did break Morris'sinth of five first-place ballots
Texas
56
Racers missed the league chamgle season rushing mark with Alabama 88
and 161 points.
Sims and Rice were key memSimpson was a shoo-in for Pl- 1,709 yards in 1968 and he scored Miss. 90 Arkansas A&M 75
pionship by only two points as bers of the offensive line that
The rest of the top ten in
Midwest
ayer of the Year as he received 35 touchdowns 22 this season durthey lost to No. 1 Eastern Ken- did such a
order were Covington Catholic,
tremendous job of
tucky by 21-20. Furgereon's re- protecting Tillman on
169 of the 194 votes cast by spor- ing his two years at Southtan Miami, Ohio 86 Bellarmine 67 Clark County, Louisville Senehis passMich.
69
Iowa
99
No.
tswriters and broadcasters arou- California.
HenLexington
ca, Lee County,
•
es that Western Kentucky, the
Ill.
St.
88
SE
Louisiana
57
nd the country. A pair of All.
ry Clay, Shelby County, LouisAmericas, Leroy Keyes of Pur- Only 11 players in all received Loyola, Ill. 90 St. Jhn's Min 63 ville Thomas Jefferson and LouVC's top defensive team, could
St.
Jsph's
Pa.
90
Swing
Gm
n
88
get to him only once on a pass
due and Terry Hanratty of Not- mention in the Player of the Year
isville St. Xavier.
attempt.
George Rice
The only newcomer to the top
re Dame, tied for second place balloting. Kansas quarterback
Veatch led the OVC in pass.
ten was St. Xavier, which movin the balloting with five votes Bobby Douglass drew four votes
interceptions with 6 (3 of them
ed up from 11th last week to,
each.
and getting two votes each were
Sims, Veatch, Etheridge, and
replace Louisville Male. BallotJohnsonofMirunning
backs
Ron
White are seniors. Tandy and
Simpson
It is just as well that
was
ratings
week's
ing for this
Rice are juniors, and Jezik is
reaps the rewards of his running chigan and Chris Gilbert of Texaccompleted before Tuesday's
a sophomore.
ability while he can. For the as, end Ted Kwalick of Penn Station.
honors will be a little harder to te and defensive tack Jake Scott
For Lee County, the las to
come by following a date in the of Georgia.
Tillman is from Ripley, Tenn.;
Shawnee was its first in seven
Rose Bowl Jan, 1 when he leads
Sims from Louisville, Veatch
games.
r
Quarterbacks
Cleve
Bryant
of
from Paducah; Etheridge from
the unbeaten but once-tied Troamper, a hot-shooter who
Billy Hess
Tupelo, Miss.; White from Red
jans, the nation's second-ranking Ohio University and Brian Dow- Southeast College Basketball
impressed state tournament fans
Larry Tillman
Bank, Ala.; Tandy from Owensteam, against top-ranked Ohio ling of Yale and tailback Rich- By United Press International last spring, couldn't be conmond Flowers of Tennessee reboro; Rice from
Metropolis.
tained, but the one-man show
State.
ILL; and Jezik from River, Vale.
Alabama gave Texas a lesson,apparently hurt Lee County.
Simpson is the almost certain ceived a single vote each.
N. J.
In hustling and shooting Wednes- "Lee County is basically a
day night, and the Tide stomped one-man team. That made the
Furgerson said that being
the Longhorns 88-62 in the pro- difference tonight," Shawnee
New Concord defeated Lynn
named "Coach of the Year" was
coach Bob Atkinson said.
cess.
Grove in a basketball game at
a great honor, but I'm going to
Although pleased with the Lynn Grove Tuesday night by
Mississippi also feasted on a
tear the certificate into five
still
somewhat
victory,
he
was
Southwestern
team, trouncing
the score of 65 to 39.
pieces and rive each of my asArkansas A & M 90-75. But Ten- disappointed with the over-all
High scorer of the night was
sistants a share."
nessee was dumped by Iowa State performance, saying, "We just Causey of New Concord with
72-66 for the Vols' first loss of couldn't deliver the killing blow 17 points. High man for Lynn
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
Don Veatch
NEW YORK The Lew Alcindor the development of 5'7" Petie the young season. Memphis State at them."
Grove was Howard with 14
BASKETBALL RESULTS
Glbson's Dash and fancy play. walloped Texas Arlington 81-69 Seneca, which had been rated points.
UCLA stiffest chalieuge, if any, (8) Cincinnati: Has the speed, in another Southeastern game. second last week, fell to fifth
New Concord (65) — Causey
came in the Western game) and
despite beating Thomas Jeffershould come from North Carol- height, muscle and experience
The Southeastern schedule for
17, Barrow 14, Scarbrough 13,
the Murray team in punt re- By United Press International
man
and
Westport
on
their
way
ina, Kentucky and Davidson,says to win the Missouri Valley Con- tonight lists only one game Georturns. He was also a team leadFutrell 12, Cantrell 5, Dowdy 2,
to winning the East Jefferson
Louisville 84 Stetson 69
Sports Illustrated's special Col- ference. Coach Baker has made gia Tech at Georgia.
er in tackles and assists.
Zacheretii
2.
County Tournament last weeklege Basketball Preview, out this some important changes and rivLynn Grove (39) — Howard
Etheridge and Tandy led the Transylvania 61 T. More 51
Senior guard Gary Elliott, with end.
week. According to SI's rating al Louisville doesn't have West- 21 points, paced Alabama's blisMurray defense, the beat for a Miami 86 Bellarmine 67
Thomas Jefferson, sixth in the 14, West 10, Key 8, Taylor 4,
- - tering attack which snot the TtrIe
of the top twenty teams, the ley Unseld any more.
Racer team in years; White ne- Somerset CC ,118 Cum. Fe,. 91
Morris
3,
Tony
Sim.
Murdock
2.
first poll slipped to ninth after,
"no-doubt" Bruins' third consec- (9) Houston: It may not be a into a 44-32 intermission advanthe defeat.
utive national championship also long way back to the top for the tage behind a 57 per cent accurThe ratings 1st-place votes
418: 480' :4110::- .(411k :4118:
;41/JKAIIV.`
4111K:
is::
4W.
Aet
• has to face stiff competition from Cougars. They'll miss Hayes, acy average. The Tide hit 54.8 In parentheses:
4110:
Chaney
and
Lorch
but
they
are
Notre Dame, Kansas and New
per cent for the game.
1. Lou Shawnee
al) 168
deeper than ever, tall, strong,
Mexico, among others.
Center Jerry Brawner got 26 2. Lou Central
(5) 161
No school has ever before and JC transfer 011ie Taylor may points and grabbed 14 rebounds 3. Covington Cath.
(1) 117 0
made it three in a row, the mag- be the finest natural jumper on to spark Ole Miss past the Boll 4. Clark Co.
(1) 102
azine points out, and "the Bru- campus.
Weevils. Ken Turner added 24 S.. Lou. Seneca
(1) 96
(10) Santa Clara: Don't under- points and Tommy Butler 20 6. Lee Co.
ins can be had."
76
The preview this year again estimate. Bob Heaney is gone points to the Rebels' cause. Jam- 7. Lex. Henry Clay
49
gives the scouting appraisals o but Dennis Awtrey and the Ogden es Wiggins had 24 for Arkansas 8. Shelby Co.
40
.2 Lou. Thomas Jefferson
the top twenty teams, as well brothers are the offense again A & M.
36
31
as a regional evaluation and an and\ the year's seasoning has
Iowa State jumped to a quick 10. Lou. St. Xavier
di
U. Danville, 12. Richmond
analysis of the small colleges seemed to significantly streng- lead over Tennessee and then
with a profile of Kenyon College. then the Broncos' precision of hit a dry spell, but came back Madison, 13. Tie—Ashland, PaFeatured, also, is an article on execution.
to stay in command the rest of ducah Tilghman, Central City,
the return of the art of tall hand- (ll) Villanova: The addition of the way behind Aaron Jenkins' 16.Tie—Lexington Tates Creek,
ling by Mery Hyman. Starred on two Wildcats from Florida, John- 25 points. Bobby Croft had 22 Earlington, 18. Frankfort, 19.
Glasgow, 20. Covington Holmes.
the cover under the legend"Chal- ny Jones and Howie Porter,could points for the Vols.
Others receiving 2 or more
lenge to UCLA" are Kentucky's lead to great things this season.
Rich Jones poured in 25 points
votes: Inez, Hazard, Owen CounMike Casey, Davidson's Mik The rest of the talent is there for Memphis State which coasted
ty, Newport Catholic, Westport,
Maloy and North Carolina's Ch and Coach Kraft's zone defense home after building a big lead
Owensboro.
man
on
the
makes
like
a
sixth
in the first half.
arlie Scott
I.
floor.
SI rates the top twenty in this
e
Loach tor the Explorers ana tie
order:
(12) New Mexico State: Still wants to bring the team back up of championship caliber; WyomAlcindor
Lew
King
UCLA:
(1)
unrecognized and with another "to where it belongs." All last ing also has the problem of size
Weber State is still the one ii
with Lynn Shackelford, Curtis cotton candy schedule, Cougars
season's 20-8 starters are back,
the Big Sky Conference.
Rowe, Sidney Wicks and Jim may be 15-0 through late January.
they're
champing
to
play
for
Gola,
For the small colleges, Ult.Nielson may the best college By then the whole country maybe
the runners will be stronger,
looks like the year that their
basketball front line in history; watching.
6'7"
Soph
Ken Durrett will be basketball may
receive the reMike Warren and Lucius Allen ,(13) Vanderbilt: The resultsof first string.
cognition it deserves. SI pick.,
will be missed in the backcourt. Coach Skinner's remarkable re- (20)
Duke: The Blue Devilsappthese as the schools to watch
(2) North Carolina: Larry Mil- crulting will keep Vandy up on top ear capable of
reclaiming the
ler is gone from the Tar Heel for a long time to come - but the Atlantic Coast Conference from Kentucky Wesleyan (Owensboro),
.111 team that finished next to Los team this year is so young, it North Carolina. Two outstanding Cheyney State (Pa.), Central State (Wilberforce, Ohio), Ashlano
Angeles last year but reinforce- could be either magniflcant or sophomores, Randy
Denton and (Ohio), Long Beach State (Cal.).
ments are good.
mediocre.
Dick DeVenzio, can be the key;
(3) Kentucky: Coach Rupp has (14) Western Kentucky: Team DeVenzio's speed is exactly what
only one senior among his four has talent to feed 7-foot Jim M. Coach Bubas needed most.
GRAY SUBSTITUTE
returning starters from his four- Daniels and to do some shooting
The regional situation is rated
th-in-the-nation squad and he co- themselves, but they are young as follows:
DETROIT run — Gerry Gray
mplains of trouble finding a sec- and Coach Oldham is not as opinjured Roy Ed
in the East, St. Bonaventure will replace
ond forward, but he's brewing timistic as are the fans this
as substitute goalie for
something and "the best may year.
has trouble but will be "anything wards
the Detroit Red Wings.
come this year."
(15) California: Strained race, but tad," Columbia probably caEdwards had been called
relations blew Berkeley apart' n't defend against Princeton and from Fort Worth to back up
(4) Davidson: All five wildcat last year and new Coach Jim Cornell could take the Ivy title.
Roger Crozier after regular
starters back from the Southern Padgett is unifying the team and The best in New England will be
back up goalie Terry Sawchuct
Conference championship team has the material to bring the Holy Cross, Boston College and
was injured in a practice se'
and
wiser
and
older
are
they
and
Bears back to respectability for Massachusetts, in that order. non earlier this week.
championEastern
e
looking forth
the first time since 1959 and1960. LIU will battle Columbia and St.
a
ship.
Bob Pressley is in form and John's for New York City'lBest.
POST-SEASON GAMES
regulthe
In the South, its LSU with help
(5) Notre Dame: All
Jackie Ridgle is as super a rookie
now for Pete Maravich, then Floars are back from last year's as will be found anywhere.
WEST POINT, N. Y. 171>i, —
will
21-9 team but three of them
Marquette: Coach Al Mc- rida with super Neal Walk and Army football seniors Charlie
(16)
decidplay only when Coach Dee
Guire has five New Yorkers on Georgia with Bob Linetiard. In Jervis, Gary Steele and K e n
collection
es the nation's best
his roster, and two of them are the Ohio Valley, Western Kent- Johnson have accepted ;mita
rest.
of sophomores needs a
the best players in the school's ucky has to be wary of Eastern tions to post-season games
secJarvis and Steele will play ir
Have to get by UCLA in the
history. Small but quick, the Kentucky and Morehead. The best
ond game and mature.
team's winning pattern is a com- of the independents: Florida Sta- the East-West Shrine game "
Jo White
San Francisco Dec. 28 and John
(6) Kansas: Guard Jo
plex shifting defense stressing te.
the
son in the North-South gam,
runs out of eligibility after
heavy contact.
In the Midwest, Dayton, Toledo
Jayand
first 18 games - and the
(17) Princeton: These Tigers and Ohio State could join or re- in Miami Christmas Day
friv No money
All-Star Bowl
the American
hawks have changed their unif- may be the last in a line of good plare Cincinnati on the top
twenty Jan. 4 at Tampa, Fla.
well
all's
Otherwise
orm color.
teams. There is trouble in the listing in four months. The Big
with Oreand they are in a race
backcourt plus a tough opening Ten will be messed up again
the
be
to
Kentucky
gon State and
schedule.
between Iowa and Michigan; Dra- KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
1,000
to win
•first team ever transfer Tim
ke is the best bet to challenge
BASKETBALL RESULTS
JC
Purdue:
Hick
Either
(18)
Mount
isprgames.
Cincinnati in the Missouri Valley.
will
Bradshaw
Rich
the
best
jump
obably
shooter in
Natsues or
In the West, the University of
the country and Herm Gilliam
International
take over for Jo Jo.
Pacific is not far behind By United Press
three
With
feeds him. With the addition of the
x-Maytown 67 Wayland 65
(7) New Mexico:
and
Santa
California
Clara,
and
frighten
Larry ‘'eatherford, Big Ten titBelfry 80 Flc-ming-Neon 66
giants to frustrate and
Jose State is another possible
(Ron Sanford, le should be guaranteed.
Martin 63 Betsy Layne 50
the whole WAC
the
in
WCAC.
upsetter
In
Long),
the
511 South 12th Street
(19) LaSalle: Ex-superstar, SAcross trees Jolukson's Grocery
Greg Howard and Willie
depends on tate Legislator Tom Gola is now Pacific 8, USG is building stroa-Overtime.
their succeseereallY
4,m'4,' :4, 48 4,1110 418 418 '411I :411K 418 .4".: Allitliar Aar .411V: AV AIN
ngly. UTEP is small, tough, not
4,.
418(

jillman Gets Player Of The Year;
\live Racers On All OVC First Team

ALABAMA ROMPS
OVER TEXAS

New Concord 65,
Lynn Grove 39

UCLA, North Carolina And
Kentucky Rated 1, 2 and 3

AL!
ton

9

Ply Co.

ted
I St.
3361

r

f

FREE

FRIDAY AND

SATURDAY ONLY!!

We Will Give Away Absolutely FREE

a $49.95 RECORD ALBUM with the purchase
of any

Motorola I Cctimole Stereo

All of

These
Stereos
Carry the
Motorola
10-Yr. Diamond
Stylus
Replacement
\ Guarantee

•

We Have

Good Variety
of
Cabinet Styles
These Stereos
can be
Bought for...
down
m" and up to 24
mos. to pay

T.V. and Stereo Mart
Metal & Woodcraft

LYONS

PHONE 753 7451

a
-

Open:
9 it:M. - 8 p.m.

41111111h•
.4.1"k—"'d°11/1/f•-

4

•
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

its Christmas party at 6:30 p.m.
have two other children, Thoat the club howl*. Guests will
mas and Jennifer.
be Santa Claus and Sigma meinThe new father is formerly
Thursday, Desessaber 5
hers children. Hostesses will
of Murray and is the brother
The WMS of the Memorial be Mesdames Bobby N. CrawJack and Dick Sykes of MurBaby boy, Charles Edward of
Baptist Church will continue ford. Bill Warren, Harry Furray and Tom Sykes of NashBaker,
pounds
weighing
seven
lts observance of the week of elms. A. B. Crass, Bobby Toon,
ville, Tenn.
• ••
prayer for foreign missions at William Smith, and Don Over- 10% ounces, arrived at the
Murray-Ca
County
Hoslloway
the church at 9.30 am
bey.
pital on Monday, December 2
•• •
•••
The Theta Department of the His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
The Town and Country Homemakers Club will meet at the Murray Woman's Club will have Michael Baker, Whatnell Ave-The student body of Callohome of Mrs. Robert Hopkins, an open meeting at the club nue, Murray.
The maternal grandparents way County High School was
Cardinal Drive, at 6:30 pm, house at 7:30 p.m. The Callofor its Christmas dinner meet- way County High School Chor- are Mr. and Mrs. Roger Fields entertained November 27, with
ins.
us, directed by Mrs Josiah Dar- of Mayfield and the paternal a Thanksgiving assembly.
•• •
Featured at the assembly
nall, will present the program. great grandparents are Mr. age
Mrs. Charles M. Baker, Crest- were the ninety•three members
• ••
The Good Shepherd United
of the Laker Chorus, and the
The Harvest Sunday School wood Place, Murray.
Methodist Church WSCS will
Great grandmothers are Mrs Calloway County High Band.
Class
of
the
First
p.m
two
at
church
Baptist
meet at the
Joe (Mary Louise) Baker and
Thanksgiving thoughts were
with Mrs. Allen Poole in charge Church will meet at the home Mrs. Charlie (Gladys) Hale,
presented by Betsy Riley and
of
Mrs
Will
I)
Thornton, South both
of the program
of Murray, Mrs. -toile Ar- Kevin Cooper
•• •
16th Street, at 7:30 p.m. Chilmonett of Paducah, and Mrs.
Mrs Lucinda Darnall led the
Tim Ilarksey Baptist Church dren of the members will be Gladys Camp of Concord,
Cali- group in songs to complete the
WKS will have Its week of guests.
fornia.
amembly.
•••
Weyer program at the church
•••
•• •
The
executive
board of the
at 9:110 pm.
Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Sykes of
Use fresh cranberries strung
• ••
Elm Grove Baptist Church WMS
Holmdel, New Jersey, are the with a needle on heavy thread
Baptig will meet at the home of 1L-s. parents
Grove
The Elm
of a baby girl born for a colorful. old-fashioned
Church WMS will meet at the Hilda Maupin at seven p.m.
Tuesday, December 3. They Christmas tree decoration.
church at 1:30 p.m. with ILL
Jade Roberts as program lea-

Phone 753-1917 ter 753-4947 ;

Calloway High Has
Assembly Program

Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority Meets At
The Sexton Home

Delta Department Hears Program By
John C. Winter At Meeting On Tuesday

The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World
met for its regular monthly
meeting on Tuesday. Novenaber 26, at seven o'clock in tbe
evening at the borne of Mrs.
Carolyn Sexton. Miller Avenue.
Mrs. Linda Waugh, president,
presided, and Mrs. Loretta Jobs.
secretary, read the minutes.
The treasurer's report was given by Mrs. Sylvia Carrico.
Reports from the committees
were presented to the group.
Sylvia Carrico reported on the
members' recent visit to tbe
Cadiz chapter. Secret ballots
were placed for the ideal sorority sister which will be .0flounced at a later date.
The group voted to have its
Christmas party on December
21 at Glenda Smith's home. A
new slate of officers was reed
to the group by Mrs Jobs They
will be installed on December
9 at the WOW Hall

-

John C. Whiter

John C. Winter of the Pine
Arts Department of Murray
State University and recently
elected president of the Kentucky Music Teachers Association, was the guest Weaker at
Refreshments of cookies and
the meeting of the Delta DeCokes were served to the group
partment of the Murray Woby the hostesses, Mrs. Sexton
man's Club held Tuesday evenand Mrs. Jean Richerson, to
ing at seven-thirty o'clock at
Mesdames Linda Waugh. Glen,
the club house.
di Smith. Loretta Jobs. Sylvia
Mr. Winter showed color slidCarrico. Beverly Young a n d
es of five of the churches she
Carolyn Parks.
had been invited to play the
organ during the past summer.
•
lie also played tapes of the music he had performed while at
See Kaye Doran when you
the churches.
need a piano at ...
The slides were of the North
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Christian Church. Columbus,
messiest, Ctot.
Ohio; Broadway Baptist Church,
Phone 711-7175
OPIM TILL sea P.M
Louisville; St. Matthews Christian Church, Louisville; Trinity
Episcopal Church. Baton Rouge,
altrirtil6rnifT113 I

310eeami
DRUGS
"Zlikfite
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Pko,q,753-1462

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

0.0

LET US FILL YOUR NEXT
PRESCRIPTION
2 Registered Pharmacists
To Serve You
Byron Forbus and R o

NSON
HAIR DRYER

Worlds Most Portable
Sold everywhere at 24.95
Now
Only 12

5

E nglish
GIVE

YARDLEY'S
SOAPS 2
'w'
FOR CHRISTMAS!

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
from . . .
CH.ANEL - SHALIMAR - WORTH - YARDLEY REVLON - COTY - LANVIN - DANA - FABERGE

SHOP 0U R

OPEN
UNUSUAL
EVERY NIGHT GIFTS
from 100
TILL 8 P.M.
For your shopping
convenience

TUVAGIIE'
JUNGLE GARDENIA - TAUARA . . . Now makes
Holland's more complete In finest cosmetics!

TIMEX
ELECTRIC
00 Shock Resistant
A/ Waterproof

WATCH
Never Needs Winding!

YOUR
CHRISTMAS
PURCHASES
CHEERFULLY

WRAPPED
FREE

ft

wo

AT HOLLAND'S

•
•

rElI:I DWI

IL.

"

•5•
The First Baptist Church
WIC will mast at the church
at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Bob )311.
lington as program leader.
•• •
Friday, December a
The WMS of the Memos-4
Baptist Church will meet a
the church at 9:30 am.
•• •
The Senior Milieu Club wi
have its Christmas party an
potluck luncheon at the
munity Center, Ellis Drive, at
12 noon. Gifts will be exchanged. Mesdames Lela Shackelford,
Meme Mattingly. Birdie Parker,
and Edna McReynolds will be
hostesses.

Grove
Etaptist
The Elm
Church WMS will meet at ebe
church at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
Brigham Futrell as program
leader
•• •
• ••
The First Bart pt Church
WMS will meet at the church
at 9:30 am. with Mrs Robert
C Miller as program leader.
•••
The annual dessert benefit
card party will be held at
Mr and Mrs. Howard Guthrie Murray Woman's Club House at
'of Murray Route One, Lyon' 1:30 p.m., sponsored by the GarGrove Road, observed their den Department of the Murrly
golden
wedding anniversary Woman's Club Tickets are one
with an open house at the Mur- dollar each and may be purray Woman's Club House on c hued from members or at the
Thanksgiving day, November door.
25
• ••
A lovely turkey. dinner flipas
Saturday, December 7
served at the noon hour to-the
Chapter wane the P. al 43
honored couple and their spec- I Sisterhood will hold its annual
ial guests.
Christmas luncheon and meet
During the afternoon the ins at 12.00 noon at the home
open house for all friends and of Mrs Harold Banks in Pa
relatives was held. Special en- dtscah.
tertainment was by their grand•••
son, Larry Smell of Plainfield,
flianday, December II
N. J., and their daughter-in-law.
The Murray State University
Mrs. Hugh Guthrie of Los An Women's Society will have its
California.
Christmas buffet at the Student
Refreshments of punch, cof- Union ballroom from
5:30 to
fee, and cake were served from 730 p.m Mrs. James Claypool
the beautifully appointed tibia and Mrs Bailey Gore are
soc-,
The many lovely gifts were dis- ial co-chairman and Mrs. Herold
played for the guests to view. Fversmeyer
is
decorations
The decorations for the an- chairman.
niversary celebration were pre•• •
pared by Mrs. Fred Gingles,
The annual open house of the
Out of town guests for the Murray Art Guild, 4th
and
anniversary celebration were Main Streets, will begin
today
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Guthrie and
children, Debby. Kevin, and from one to five p.m Open
Beverly, Los Angeles, Califor- house will be from 11 am. to '
nia; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Guthrie four p.m. December 9-15.
•••
and children, David, Dennis,
Open boom will be held at
arid Dona, Livonia, Mich.; Mr.
and Mrs. Allan Small (Char- Woods Hall. Olive Boulevard
lotte Guthrie) and children, and North 14th Street, from
Mark, Larry, Tim, Ronny, and three to five pm.
• ••
Esther Jean, Plainfield, N. J.;
The Murray-Calloway County
Dr and Mrs. Tom R. Doherty
and son, Chris, Pine Bluff, Ark; Shrine Club will have its monthMr and Mrs. Bob Doherty and ly fellowship breakfast at the
daughter, Nancy. Winston Ss- South Side Restaurant at nine
lem, N. C.; Mr. and Mrs Otto
•••
Sprik and two girls, Almont,
117•111111rf, December 1
Mich.; Mrs. Jean Regier, OrThe American Legion a n d
chard Lake, Mich., Dr. and Mrs.
Fred L. Wilson, Houston, Tex- Auxiliary will have its annual
as Mr and Mrs Yewell Harri- Christmas dinner party at the
Legion Hall at *even p m. Comson. Lexington, Tenn.
• ••
mander Folsom urges all mem
bets and their families to attend.

Mr., Mrs. Guthrie
Honored On Golden
Anniversary Day

Luncheon Held At
Holiday Inn For
Wedding Guests

For those who have
everything or hard
to lease.

NOW AT HOLLAND'S . . .

GIVE A

L.a. and the Braniard Memorial Baptist Church, Chattanooga. Tenn., with the lattar's mmlater of music being Harry
Raampelier, former minister of
Me& of the First Baptist
Church in Murray.
Mrs. J D. Rayburn was in
charge of the program and introduced the guest speaker.
Miss Evelyn Linn pave the
devotion on the theme, "The
Spirit of Christmas". She din
cussed the present day attitude
and the ever new spirit of the
first Christmas.
The department chairman.
Mrs Matt Sparkman, presided,
sod the secretary. Mrs. Harry
Sleek!, read the minutes.
Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher, chair
man of the Delta cancer committee, suggested that the local cancer committee cooperate
with the American Cancer Society for this year. In the past
funds for the local cancer society have come from the United Fund. This is a special project of the Delta Department
and they have sponsored clinics for pap anear tests for women here in Murray and Calloway County. Through them
clinics many women have found
out in time they have cancer
and were able to be treated in
time for complete recovery.
During the social hour refreshments were served by the
hostesses who were Meadamea
Joe Nell Rayburn, C. B. Ford,
Holmes Ellis, George Hart, Aubrey Hatcher, and E. B. Howton.

•••

The Penny Homemakers Club
wel have its Christmas potluck
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Mrs William Crouse enter- J C. Kemp at ten am.
• ••
tarried with a luncheon for the
The South Pleasant Grove
bridesmaids and out of town
ladies guests here for the wed- Homemakers Club will meet at
ding of Miss Mary Leslie Er- the home of Mrs. Koska Jones.
•••
win and Fred htalhame on Saturday, November 30, held at . The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
the Red Room of the Holiday of the ELM United Methodist
Church Wfial will meet at the
Inn on Saturday.
The bride-elect, Kiss Erwin, church at *even p.m.
•••
chose to wear for the occasion
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
a platium gabardine dress and
was presented a gift corsage of will meet at the home of Mrs.
John Hasa St seven p.m.
pink roses.
•••
Mils Erwin was also presentThe Bethany Sunday School
ed with a persooal gift from
Class of the First Baptist
Mrs. Crouse.
Church will have its Christmas
The tables were overlaid with potluck dinner at the home of
white linen cloths and center the teacher, Mrs. V. W. Parker,
leg the table was a beautiful at six pm.
• ••
elongated arrangement of var
ious shades of pink carnations
Group III of the First Christwith sphrengi fern Fruit cups ian Church CWF will meet with
and a shrimp islad plate were Mrs. W 2. Carter at 7.30 p.m.
Mrs Coleman McKee) will have
rcrved,
the program and Mrs H B.
e
s
eck,
with
Place
pink carna Bailey, Jr, the worship
lions attached were marketLgor
•••
the twenty two ladies present
The Sigma Department of the
for the pre-wedding occasion.
Murray Woman's Club will have

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs Zane Cunning.
ham and son, Phillip, of Bowling Green were the _guests over
the holidays of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs Paul Cunningham
of Penny and Mrs. Ethel Miller
of Lynn Grove.
• ••
Mr and Mrs. Dick Sykes recently spent a week with their
son, Dr. Ted Sykes, Mrs. Sykes,
and daughter, Kimberly of London, Conn . and were overnight
guests of Dick's brother, Pat
Sykes and family of Holmdel,
New Jersey. The Dick Sykes'
were accompanied by his brother, Torn Sykes of Nashville,
Tenn., who spent the week with
his brother, Pat and family in
Holmdel.

.3

• ••

Slices of jellied cranberry
sauce make festhe decorations
for holiday platters when cut
with bell. star and turkeyshaped cookie cutters

PRE -CHRISTMAS SALE
uper
BRO
KER
AGE
DEPARTMENT STORE
Savings
SliDners GOWN99
S Agit

ociiCS

Swift Pr

SIR
T-BE
Swift Pr

Travel House Ladies Well Made Warm Flannelette

88c

Floral

15t

Regular and Extra
Size Long or
Waltz Lengths

Fresh
NYLONS a SPAI

Ladles Smart

Center

Ladies Seamiest.

LOAFERS
38c
98t
$1.98
smo
SHIRTS PILLOW CASE ANKLETS
$1.29
1•98 4Pril.00
PIECES

6

Penny
Chains
Buckles

aoys

Sliced

Ideal for Gift Giving

Sweat

r.;irls Ribbed Top

SETS

Embroidered Asst.
Colors

Florida

Boys Flannelette

Pajamas
$1.44

Boys Vinyl
Di css

Give Colorful Bath

TOWELS GLOVES

66 711/
SHIRTS SWEATERS PILLOWS
$3.33 98c
59c
boys

IAN(

•

Assorted
Stripes
Solid Color

Regular and
Extra Sizes

to 5.98

Full Bedsize
SHEET

Childrens doxei-

Ilii

I

Satin Covered
SCFA

Slipover or Cardigan

Polo

Red Rol

Hyde Ps
i", I 'BREA
I
ICE
31
1a

Velvet

SLACKS Blankets
88c
88
$3•9
4
Sweat
COATS SHIRTS PILLOWS -‘CHIL

LONGIES

t

Mens-No Iron
Well Made
Styled to Fit
as desired

Childrens Parka

$3.99

Foam

White and
Assorted Colors
Heavy Fleeced

Sum
Savin I s

Filled

Bed

$1.11 99c
BRO
KER
AGE
DEPARTMENT STORE

Just Riti

.1

Libby

BED
Cl
"
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parents,
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COOPER
jhARTIN
FOOD

SWIFT'S PREMIUM PROTEN BEEF. . . is the
result of one of the greatest breakthroughs in
meat since man first decided it was good to e
at. It's the beef that started all the women
talking about its new tndemess. Picture this .
. . tenderness in every cut we sell you . . .
everytime. Tenderness plus . . . the fine natu
ral flavor of superb beef. Yes, we have the beef
that started all the talking . . . beef for wo
men who no longer want to gamble about toughness! Try it!

DEPARTMENT STORES

• Swift Premium Proten

RUMP ROAST

Tanberry
corations
then cut
turkey-

THURSDAY - DECEMBER 5. 1963

We have the BEEF
that started it all

Only The itnect fOOi

Sykes refith their
• Sykes,
y of Lon)vernight
her, Pat
Holmdel,
k Sykes'
his bro4ashville,
,eek with
lamily in .3

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Bone in
Cut

lb.

Swift Premium Prot-en

79t

LOIN TIP ROAST
Swift Premium Proten

MINUTE STEAKS

lb. '1.09
lb. 11.19

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEIN

ROUND

SIRLOIN STEAKS
T-BONE STEAKS
Swift Premium Proten

lb

S1.09
$1.19

Boneless

STEW BEEF

lb. 79*

Swift Premium Sliced

BACON

lb. 69*

Swift Premium

FRANKS

lb. 65*

Swift Premium

HOSTESS HAMS

SV

PORK
,SICARE RIBS
lSMOKED JOWL

lb.

ems

OE

ma

mg&

Swift Premium Proten

WHOLE
CUT

lb. '1.39

ALU-PAK
Ends &
Centers
Included

SNOWDRIFT

•••• • lb.

MORTON FROZEN

Johnson

SLICED BOLOGNA

lb. 59*

Johnson's Spiced Louth, Pickle & Pimento,
6-os. pkg.

lb. 490

LUNCH MEAT
Fresh Pork

NECK BONE
lb. 490

OES290

39*

Piece

lb. 29'

SMOKED JOWL

lb. 39*

'TANGERINES
PLES

doz.

Red Rome

69t

4-lb.
Bag

Michigan
Flavor Best

11-oz.
Dinner

DOWNYFLAKE FROZEN

46-oz.
size

Apple or
Peach

4' OFF LIQUID BLEACH

U.S. NO. 1
IDAHO

d

SHORTENING
DINNERS
PIES
PUREX
DOWNY
QWK

3-lb.
can

.
g
B
-Iiib
:
al 11
do do so

64-oz.
bottle

FABRIC SOFTENER

Baby Crookneck

YELLOW SQUASH
Young Tender

GREEN ONIONS
Fresh Crisp - 6-os. pkg.

RADISHES

lb. 25*
bunch 10'
10*

Florida Green Skin

AVOCADOS

ea. 19'

ROSEDob‘L.

‘feltow Civul
golU.s erSLICe&

32-oz.
bottle

NESTLES

1-lb.
box

(REG. 49)

69ti
39t
89t
29t
79t
39C

1-16.
13 oz
can

,I1READ

"
1111. 1.
1111P.

Hyde Park Sandwich
20-oz.
loaves

14

Velvet

ICE CREAM
II

450U

1/
/2

Just Rite

CHILI BEANS
BEEF STEW
WITH

Libby

Save 6'
(Reg.45')

1

gal.

HEINZ
TOMATO
.olP

cab

ma

19C
19t

Skippy - 12-os. jar

PEANUT BUTTER
SALAD DRESSING

39*

Libby Tomato - 14-oz. bottles

CATCHUP

INI

COFFEE

alb amp

sus..

dP

Welch Blackberry - 18-os. jar

PRESERVES

49'

Welch Peach - 18-os. jar

PRESERVES
Welch Strawberry - 18-os. jar

PRESERVES

49'
49'

BISCUITS

I -lb.
BOX
apil

IONE

•

•

•

•

WIN
1•100 CASH
from Cooper-Martin

4

•

•

•
*

•

6 cans 49'

Siten

•
• •
• •
s •
•
• •
• •
•
• •
• •
41
11
• •

•

Hyde Park _ 8-os. cans

op top

• •

'1.59

2 89t
39trcr
15-oz.
can

• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • "'
• • • •
• •
•
• •
• •
• •

Maxwell House - 2-lb. can

(RE G
alb

Wins $100.00

3 bots. 69'

10 1/2
CAN

30-oz.
cans

CRACICE

39'

JFG - 32-os. jar

DRAWING HELD EACH SAT
NIGHT AT 8:30 P.M. IN THE
STORE. CONTEST ENDS SAT.
NITE 12-7-68
(No Purchase Necessary.)
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Ceramic Tile Gives
Room a New Look

•

NEW YORK UPI) - Let help shave a room
your imagination play op art
That long narrow room, for
when you remodel a room.
Instance, can appear to be
Op art technique, reminds shortened by making the two
the Tile Council of America, end walls darker than the
uses colors and designs to make others. They could aLso be pasmall rooms seem larger, large pered or made into accent walls
rooms smaller, oblong rooms of ceramic tile while the longer
square and square rooms Ob- sides are left plain.
Idea is to
long. Dimensions are
not provide a visual stop. Otherchanged The home planner is wise your eyes will
carry the
unsquare squares, length lines of the
able to
room ofT to
shorten or lengthen walls. Infinity.
raise or lower ceilings without
a single structural change to
your home or apartment.
Ceramic tile stripes on bath- Bird Sh•hers
AMES. Iowa (UPI) - Blueroom or kitchen walls, for example, will give the illusion Of prints for birdhouses are availraising the ceiling if they're able from the Publications Disvertical, lower it If horizontal, tribution Room at Iowa State
B.C.-What
be
may
the
900
oldest -pyramid" in the New World is shown in Southeastern
at the same time that they 00n- University.
Mexico. The inverted dirt cone is believed to have been built by farming people about
tract or expand the apparent
These include shelters for
$OO BC. according to its carbondatir.g Its discovery was revealed by University of Calisize of the room Use of a dif- bluebirds ;WL-21), chickadees
ferent color on each of two WL-24 , martins t'WL-31
fornia archaeologist Dr Robert Heiser
opposing walls will make a and robins (VVL-23). For all
square room look rectangular. four, instructions are given for
SANTA CLAUSESSES --Girls in the familiar red and white get instructions on how to be
Light colors will make a room providing shelter for the speof Shortchanging themselves," either
sidewalk Santa' in Los Angeles for the Volunteers of America. Santa's Belles, they're
le the form of an item- seem larger; warm or dark co- cific birds. All are well illusWhitaker saicl. "The 1987 A- ised trill
called. This la the first time the organization has used costumed girls
from the doctor or lors. smaller. Floor and ceiling trated and Hat the steps In
mendments to the Medicare law the supplier
of medical goods, patterns and colors will also each construction plan.
eliminated the requirement that or
the same 06:emotion on the
a bill submitted with a C1111112 "Request
for Medicare Paymust be tempted to show that ment"
asicacm
cm cm i-st
SiZt NISSW WU Sal S
cm cam Tr=
Isa vasSG e•S VS lZa4
form supplied by the Somans
MAISSa 1G1
KS
ts4Z •
m i311:1431*'
z Pet,n.Yk
d was paid in full or port. cial Sec
uritf Administration.
Salating in 1988. an itemized Another
"must
"is
the
older
Questions and
bill stiovnog the services or person's
Medicare card or other
medical goods received and the official
Answers
document showing his
charges for these, even if unhealth insurance claim number.
paid, beoame sufent."
The Paducah District Office
He reminded those 25,000 olis located at 112 South Tenth
Charles M. Whataker. Social
der persona in the Paducah area
St. The phone number is 443Security District Manager in
who have signed up for volun7321. Office hours are 8:46 a. m.
Paducah, today urged everyone
tary medical insurance that
to 5:00 p. in weekdays except
signed up for the doctor bill
Medicare Pars for 80 percent
national hoLidays. On Thursinsurance part of Medicare, to
of the remonabie charges of
days the office remains open
spend some tine between now
the covered services and mediuntil 7:00 p. in.
and the end of the year in recat goods, less an annual $50
viewing whether the program
deductible that the patient
owes them some money
must pay If the expenses of
He alicLtha.,
t des
__ u m°111
2 Lin . the first 9 month.s in any year
Pnetana
'""
. _"c
v'"e'e; do not come up to the amoun..
who incurred expenses for co- if the deductible,
Kenner
r
vend medical services between in the last three
'
vmorothama
TV
1966,
lea/ner
Cber 1'
and Se/P
carried over to the followint;
30, 196'7 If a sham for reirn- be
year to reduce the deductible
burwementof these expenses for mar
year The carry over
Ms not been ramie
is not
aznpunt will vary but not
mode by December 31. 1968, it caw s50
NEW YORK lI
UPI -Judged
will not be possible to make a
Au social security officer
by the trend in Christmas
payment_
prepared to help people make cards this season, the preWhitaker pointed out that,
for doctor bill insurance dominant mood of the averin the past, some Medicare benepayments. Thome who still hav- age American in these turbuficiaries postponed making a
mil applied for reimbursement lent times is for peace, and for
claim because they thought that
a return to some of the values
Sot
if the doctor declined to take
. medical services and g°nda of yesteryear, according to a
Fircproot aluminum no tal lou. '1.146
11
received
between October 1,
14 reels, assorted sizes & colors
an assignment, the patient had
trade survey.
-1.104-4
Tinsel Garland
his-1 :
174
to submit a receipted (paid) bill 19138. and SePtembee 30, 1967. The survey, conducted by the
1.9 of 25 Ribbon Stick On Bows
)
1,1-v before Jan- American Artists Group, also
With his application. Unable to age nrIfed toa4
fiery 1, 1969 Beginnuig with indicates
continued strong deIWO
coPlilY evidence of herins Paw that date. it
nay be too late. mend for greetings of a reliString Tags. Pkg. of 32. iii. 334 Ogg
the d°cthr or the Inethelki 11
:1•P'
Anyone wishing weedy and ,gious nature. Depictions
of the
Uphreakable. decorar , Diamond
theY faded to fde a eilem- efficient service on one
of Madonna and Child still rank
he added_
Starisd.
k an tern or Sant Boots with
these
claims
should bring evi- as the most sought after.
'These people are in danger
inserts -; ;44_5 's
deism of the services received, Scenes of churches, both city
10 rolls, 6 paper. 4 foil. 26" wide,
and country, are popular.
:i0" long. i-iotri
The hundreds of artists and
Grills with light
illustrators who create the
Group's annual collections
bulb! Batteryj-imabe
t.u53-4
"
Wonderful
Wee.. 40'1.69.
994
Multiple type Independent burnins
LOW
CHRISTMAS
Gifts
have taken note of the current
powered mixer.
3
a
7'
Door
bulbs
9
1-101
Foil.
clip.
With
,
tree
•I
864
EASY
nostalgia and wish for peace.
Complete with
Assorted colors.
Typical are such scenes as a
1S-Light Blinker Se. 71-124-i
mixes,etc. '0.21144
3.68
TERMS!
little girl in turn-of-the-cen'PARRO:
W IASIDON PACK
tury drew arranging her own
creche in a cupboard that toPe BECTON
day would command a hand- 11
Perm-Iran
some price as an antiqque
4
The theme of peace among
Here's the new note of har4
4
mony In fashion_ Matching
nations Is reflected in the picshirt, tie and handkerchief.
ture of a Christmas tree formto add color to your cured by Persons garbed in the
rent wardrobe Mini native dress of many countries.
checks in today's new
Soft
,
Another shows a globe sproutcolors and plaids to
ns in a plea for amity.
choose from All in
Price
ssmen. the survey
Decton Perna-Iron
owed, are abandoning the
never need ironing
eavily ornate, impersonal formal greeting and landscape
stereotypes for personal expression through contemporary
• High-Contour
Handlebars,
$11.00
scenes, both urban and rural.
Motorcycle type Saddle

NEW TURN
2 bedrooms,
!striation. Las
Street. Kelly

2-BEDROOM
port, baseboe
washer and
ly. Close in
Phone 753-291

ROOMS tom
North 12th
1579.

ONE-BEDROI
month. Also
bile Home.(

SOCIAL
SECURITY

HUNDREDS OF
GIFT IDEAS
LOWEST PRICES

3

a

•

AUCT

a
a

BIG
BURGER
GRILL
g
by

identim DECORATIONS

Christmas Card
Trend Reflects
Hope for Peace

S

g

0

2

g

390 self-Stick RIBBONeefs

®FOIL ICICLES

WANTED: I
11:30 a. in. ur
day through
6023 after 5:(

V

GIFT WRAPPING /79,

$13.95 Value

;

FULL TIME
ed immediate
after 7:00 p.
O

NIGHTTIME
ed, 5 to 1 s
days a week.
this Yob but
ace Drive-In.

g

Deluxe
20"
"Scorpion"

a
a
a

a

"Vanguard" MINI-CYCLE
Deluxe SIDEWALK BIKE

a
a

•
Rain falls an average of 20
days a year in the Los Angeles
area
•

•

•

Gypsy moth caterpillars feed
on leaves and can strip a forest
bare overnight
•
National League batters
(1943-67) broke the 40-ormore home run mark in one
season 22 times

DuPont R TM

$7 50

ARROW'. name for new noyellence
,n durable-press The reveAlutiona
fabric IS
% cotton fortified
with 35% polyester May be horns
or commercially laundered without
affecting the no-iron properties
contour tailonng
and
Sanforized-Plus 2" labeled
for lasting fit

• Coaster

r";

REECE'S

510 W. Main

Murray, KY.

•••••••••••

414

LOW
EASY
YEWS
For boys or girls. Has adjustable saddle, tool hag,
mirror, horn, grips with streamers Luggage carrier, norlded fenders, trainer wheels &
tires. A 1211,

Fir6ig0 WAGON
TRIKES

Price

0

Pu

#99

Sale
.ce

Flashy, flambo5,m; rt.(' &
white I.argr, safet5 stepup plate & platform. Ballbearing front wheel. 64.1,9-1

T

.241.

_15.99

PERCOLATOR
I2-inch Trik• 44.
_ 9.93
16-inch Trik•. as 149.'.1017

11*

SPEC

36-Cup
Urn Style
• "oe.

RECORD en
PLAYER
‘Altfl

d 1,1;

Battery operated. Four
2-sided records. Adjustable
speed .1 titnmatic shut-off

Bel Air Shopping Center

2,5 A

753.8391

71S4:11014111% 24141 Zs Mt C41211143115:c cm cm 150194:s cm

Hai 404 1141 19M1PCI

To be in
roll, recei
etc., for sn
oration.
Compens
experience.
crease afte
strated. Al
held confie
mg full re
and expert
P. C
MUI

11
/
2
"steel bed. /Pr- full hall-hearing '
wheels. I'‘.222-4
"Flying-0" Tractor.

a

a

1. Presser

0.6-11f1-41 fl
Flying-0 "Wildcat" Bike
29 96

a

-•

A

diammenn

•

-1

Chrlstrroas.Lay Away

NDR
Phoi

Pedals

Store Approved
Reflector,
.Kick Stand

$5.50
Use Our

LA

Broke

Boll Bearing

a
I

3

Thomas
NORTH VIET UNK
E Hayden of Oakland, Calif.
an organizer of the Chicago
a nti-war demonstrations,
tells the House Un-American Activities Committee in
Washington that during the
planning of the protests he
met with North Vietnamese
diplomats who, he said.
always interested

1/(

2. }Sainte.

•
Whitewall Tires
Studded Rear
Tire

Flyingo

ARROW
Cot-N-Rite Perwia-iron
he -fortified- cotton shirt that's pressed
for life. The solid comfort of cotton
1,lus the convenience of Perms Iron.

r

a
a
a
a

NO

• IS

Chrome RI/71$, Fenders and
Saddle Supports
e

Here's, collection of colorful
shirts that features a classic
hutton-down collar Slightly
longer points to create the
perfect roll that enhances a tie
Hold stripes on contrasting
solid backgrounds Lusuriou•
fabnc is• blend of 65/35
Dacron• and cotton. Never
needs ironing "SanforizedPI us-2- labeled for lasting St

orpo

a

•

New York state has 11.2 million telephones. 5 per cent of
the world's total

Arrow
Dectoo Penma-Iro•

AUCTION 5.1
Austin home,
of Post Offk
Saturday, De
a. m. Selling
tresses and a
of drawers, 1
covered rodi
oil stove, 2
electric fans,
able televisio
conditioner,'
frig erators,
Antiques; sit
kerosene lam
bed, hand tx
ems to num
In case of
held the fr
Sale by Knot;
Willard
K
Phone 437-6

NBLP

a

®TREE Ornaments
93f
Choice
15 LIGHT

NEW DUPLI
aix-conditione
point, range,
and carpet
block from '
very and
ary. °ocular
1 to 10. Phi
5:00 p. in.

reitY411;421 1MS 10:111046.

Sale Price

984
Complete
with cord.
Has signal light.
Drip-proof falleel s2 ti, 4
Sawa Owe=SW eariatS.A.Ma

VP,-cor
insane

4

•

TOAST
OVENER 2"
Reg. 4.59
Complete with cord set. hamm
aluminum finish. Toasts, grills, hakes
'130S.4
ma 5101011,31•111114411111111-IN

iesaszsims

11
WItsit

NEV
STEEL E
to our sp;
The custo
unit and
The
green Ian
The top 1
each of a
able shell
are fitted
The
*90495
Heise. 1 a
753-1917
accepted.

IHER 5. 1968
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WHILE DOING your Emu
Shopping, stop by our Gift
Shop at 516 South llth Street.
We have a wide variety of gifts
to choose from. Mary and James
Cohoon.
D-5-P

Sift, Ttaq'.

AfkodarntRxii
WOW 1WE

Adult Ruud Start
UPI) WASHINGTON
Head Start Supplementary
Training (MST), a new careers program giving full-year
staff members the opportunity
of earning college degrees, haa
Involved 150 colleges and universities in 47 states in its first
year of operation.
The Office of Economic Opportunity 10E0) says more
than 3,500 non-professional and
1,800 professional staff members have obtained college
credit hours under the program.

Allergic Argentines
BUENOS AIRES (UPI) About 18 per cent of all Argentines suffer from some kind of
allergy and half this number
have bronchial asthma, according to Dr. Enrique Mathov,
president of the Seventh National Congress on Allergy and
Immunology.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Administration
has
been
granted by the County Court
FOR IENT
1967
FOE BALA
FAIRLANE
Ford
BALI
500,
twoFOR
REAL ESTATE
AUTOMOBILES FOE SALE
upon the following estates, to
tone saturn gold with black
NEW FURNISHED apartment DIAMONDS area girl's best TWO APARTMENTS are to be 1953 BUICK Special, straight 8, top, 285 engine, automatic trans- wit:Big, Big Bean
Harvey E. Ford, Dec'd,
2 bedrooms, den-kitchen com- friend- until she finds Blue found in this home which is In excellent condition Can be mission, 14,000 miles,
extra
BELLEVILLE Ill. up'
Trudie Ford, Executrix, Lynn
bination Located 100 So 13th Lustre for cleaning carpets. located within walking distance seen at 912 Sycamore or call nice. Phone 753-1688 days and
Armand Sliment, a garden enGrove, Kentucky,
Rent electric shampooer $1. of town. It has electric and gas -lames E. Hamiltoe, 753-5570
Street Kelly's Peat Control.
after five p. m. 753-4862. D-7-C
thusiast, grew a New Guinea
Frances Paschall, Dec'd,
D-7-C heat and a nice shady lot. It's ter 4:00 p. in.
TFC Western Auto Store.
bean 42 inches long and weighN.
P.
Murray,
Paschall,
Kenpriced to sell at only $9,000.
ing eight pounds. Slirnent said
tucky,
2-BEDROOM house with cm, DIAMONDS are a girl's best
Route
2,
Executor.
1961
2
truck
-ton
FORD
flat-bed
FIVE APARTMENTS, yes that's
that to serve the gourd-like
NOT!CE
Ruby Miller, Dec'd,
port, baseboard heat. Wired for friend-until she finds Blue right five apartments are to Phone 753-3422 or 753-2806.
Sir Christopher Wren, fa- bean, it is first peeled
and sliced
Anne
Frances
Miller
washer and dryer. Couples on Lustre for cleaning
Jones,
D-5-C
carpets. be found in this big building.
mous architect, designed St. and then prepared like eggEVERY MONDAY night, 5:00
Executrix, Murray, Kentucky. Paul's cathedral in London.
ly Close in. Available now Rent electric shampooer $1. Tid- There is currently an income
plant.
rear
bed, In In. to 10:00 p. in.,% fried
George Milton, Dec'd,
Phone 753-2987 after 5:00 p. in. well's PainttStore.
D-7-C of $370.00 per month on this NEWchromeGMCsidepickmo-up,
chicken,
whipped
potatoes, Hazel
moldings,
E Hodges, Route 5,
13-5-C TWO FOURS, 2 Carter
country gravy, oole slaw, rolls
AFB's complex. Each apartment has moldings, snow tires, $2030.00.
PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puaale
and butter, $1.00. Holiday Inn, Murray, Kentucky, Administraon Eldebrock aluminum intake. a private bath and private en- Hateher Auto Sales.
134-C
trix.
ROOMS for three boys, 301
MUM UOGIC115
Hwy. 641 South, Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-8428 after 5:00 p. in., trance. There are two bedAll persons having claims aACROSS
6-Leave
North 12h Street. Phone 753LI13301il ClalCEERZI
Dec.-2C gainst
for 283 or 327 Chevrolet. I)4-P rooms in two apartments and 1968 MERCURY Gouger, 2-door
7-Rock
said
esitates
are
notified
OU
DOOD
MORIQ
1579.
1-Permit
D-8-P
one bedroom in the other hard-top, V-8, one-owner car,
8-Chattered
010 BOMB DOD
4-Cushions
incessantly
4-TRACK Stereo tape player for three. It's priced at only $21,- 3,000 actual miles. Yellow and ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- to present them to the AdminDOM DOMUO ON
ONE-BEDROOM Trailer, $40 per car.
11-11o4d
9-Exist
black, 2-tone. 1967 Pontiac vice, Box 113 Murray, Hy, C. istrators or Executors verified 12-Silkworm
Phone 753-5737,
1)-9-P 500.00 completely furnished.
OCIORSHI G000000
10-Weight of India
according to law, same to be
month. Also private lot for Mo13-Encourage
TRANSFERABLE LOAN is one Catalina station wagon. A local M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176.
11 -Possesses
COM BOBO
bile Home. Call 489-3823. 134-C TWO TOY white Poodles, AKC
17-Note of scale
H-Dec.-24-C presented to said Administrat- 14-Region
01116911/303
OF3000
feature of this two-bedroom low mileage wagon. Blue with Lynnville, Ky.
15-Goal
ors and Executors in due course
19 Pronoun
registered, two males, $93.00 brick house located at Lynn power steering, power brakes
BOUM MOM
00
16-Newspapermen
NEW DUPLEX, two bedrooms, each.
22
Not
in
SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS
GLFTof law, This Dec. 3rd., 1968.
OBV 5000U 01130
Call after 5 p. in., 753- Grove. It has electric heat, and factory air. Used Om De18-Charge the
24-Guido's low
air-conditioner, dishwasher, din 3949.
Murray Woman's Club cookUM= DOM GO
D. W. Shoemaker, Clerk,
account of
note
13-5-P hardwood floors, carport, util- partment, Parker Ford Inc., 7th
pang, range, tile bath, paneling
000OUG
books and Kentucky scenic
ammo
25-Partner
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C 20-Dillseed
2I-Latin
MOM MOM,
26-Frolic
and carpet throughout. One MAGNUS electric chord organ. ity room, and storm doors and at Main. Phone 753-5273. D-5-C placemats. Call 436-2345 or 7531TP
conjunction
27-Send forth
windows. It's priced at $11,500.
5
block from Murray State Uni- Phone 753-2849.
4498 for information. Dec -19-C
13-5-C
22-Native metal
28-Be borne
an
thued
i_00A
forpe
itsd..own
oyrnlan
ymonthd$2,n
0l
The United States is the 23-Small wad
versity and Robertson Element1965 FORD Galaxie 500, 2-door
37-Tell
44-Nuisance
29-Crony (ccdloq.)
n
27-Be mistaken
45-Plumlike fruit
30-Stroke
ary. Occupancy date, January ALUMINUM fishing boat and
hard-top, 390 C. I. D.-4 speed. 1969 CALENDAR PAD refills worlds largest exporter of rice. 29-Place
38-Rests on the
32-Climbing
46-Location
knees
Beige with black vinyl roof. for desk calendar stands are now Last year, exports exceeded 1.8 30.Part of flower
1 to 10. Phone 753-7550 after motor, $125.00. One gas space yours with this 6% loan.
devices
In
million
metric
heater
stock. Buy them, or come in
tons-most of it 31-Note of scale
$10.00. Two 6.50 x 13 BEAUTIFUL TRI-LEVEL, this 1966 Oldsmobile Dynamic 88, 240-Unit of electrical 47-Stroke
5:00 p. in.
D-11.0 mud and
33-Brick-carrying
snow tires, $5.00 each. place has three bedrooms, two door hardtop. Low mileage, lo- and order larger quantities, officially inspected by the Con- 32-Unit of Latvian
measurement
48-Period of time
device
currency
sumer
and Marketing Service
Two-wheel metal trailer, $35.00. baths, study, den, living room, cal car, blue with black vinyl from Ledger & Timm Office
41-Teutonic deity
49-Short sleep
36-Prirder s
33-Possessed
Two laundry tubs on roll a- dining room, carpeting, kitchen roof. Power steering, power Supply Department.
measure
43-Pronoun
D-7-NC of the U.S Department of Ag- 34-Symbol for
50-Number
AUCTION SALO
riculture.
round stands $5.00. Phone 489- with built-in appliances, cen- brakes and factory air. Used Car
tantalum
35-Perfect
7 ::Xii
i
9
10 11
3623.
D-5-C tral heat and air, and patio„ Department, Parker Ford Inc.,
37-Decay
i
"
65:1111
.ii1:11111.
AUCTION SALE, at the R. H.
It has a transferable loan.
38-Lock opener
7th
at
Main,
Phone
753-3273.
39-Care tor
Austin home. 2nd house south 1953 HARLEY-Davidson Motor- 51 ACRES with neat 2-bedroom
D-5-C
40-Gave food to
17
of Poet Office is Dexter, Ky., cycle, 165-CC. Boys 28" English house. This place has carpet
.
41-Printer's
Saturday, December 7 at 10:00 Racer Bicycle. Phone 436-2379. ins, nice paneled kitchen, bath,'
measure
42-Face of watch
13-5-C good stock barn, fences,- and 1965 FORD LTD 4-door harda. in. Selling: 3 beds with mat
11111
1.9
44-Iron
large pond. Owner is going to top, local car with the right
tresses and and springs, 1 chest TROPICAL FISH, many
47-Perce
kinds,
equipment. Gold, with power
21
ig:
of drawers, 1 dresser, 2 leather all sizes, from 35s.
sell.
51-Man's name
to $30.00.
Will sacrifice at only $16,000. . steering, power brakes and faccovered rockers, floor lamps, Phone 753-7407.
52-Sandarac tree
13-5-P
SHA-WA COURT is the location tory air. 1965 Buick LaSa.bre
53-The sweetsop
oil stove, 2 electric heaters, 3
54-Parcel of land
electric fans, 3 rugs, RCA port- BOY'S SUITS, coats and etc. of this neat three-bedrooml 2-door hardtop. Red with power
!4.041
55-Hits lightly
Is
a
able television, RCA radio, air. Sizes 8 and 8. Also ladies suits, brick house. It has two baths, steering and power brakes. A
so,
56-Depression
nal
local
Is.on
automobile.
Used
Car
Deconditioner, 1 dinette set, 2 re- dresses and accessories in sizes nice kitchen and family room
57-Bishopric
a;
41
partment,
Parker
Ford
'
e
4°
Inc.,
7th
M
frigerators, 1 electric range 12 and 14. Cheap. Phone 753- and carpeting.
IUUIAP:
5
DOWN
44
45 ill
Antiques; side saddle, 1 table, 14950.
1)4-P MOVE BEFORE Christmas to at Main, Phone 753-5273. fl-5-C
43
this brand new four-bedroom
kerosene lamps, lard press, half1-Conduct
47 AS
.22 CALIBER Semi-Automatic brick. It has lovely carpeting,
•3I
1968 CAPRICE 4-door hardtop,
bed, hand tools, and other it2-Great Lake
49555
rifle, Remington Model, Nylon two baths, huge utility room,
loaded. $5,000.00 list, price
ems to numerous to mention.
3-Untrimmed
52
66, with Sovereign Apache 4 x built in appliances and extra
logs
.
iM
...4io
,.• til
$3150.00. 753-3640 or 753-3395.
In case of rain sale will be
scope, like new $45.00. .22 cali- spacious cabinets in the kitch- See at
4-Separate
55
laa
held the following Saturday.
Murray Mobile Homes.
5-Man's
ber revolver, Roger Bearcat, en. This one is priced to sell
Sale by Knott's Auction Service,
D-7-P
nickname
Di tr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc. 5new $40.00. Shakespeare Won- and has central heat and air.
Willard
Knott,
auctioneer. derod
and Penn Peer casting ROBERTS REALTY, 505 Main
Phone 437-6415.
D-6-C reel, cost
$23.95, never used, St., Phone .753-1651.
1)4-C
Peanuts*
sell for $1000 Call 753-7215
THREE
ROOM
closed
house,
'-after 6 p m.
in Up=
134-C
HELP WANTED
porch, % bath, new roof, outMi.1 DAD SAYS THAT WHEN
PEKINGESE puppies, A K C re- building, on two acres of land,
WANTED: SabY sitter from ipstered. One female
IT SNOWS,
SHOULD
and one on good road at Cherry Corner.
11:30 a. in. until 5'00 P m • Mon. male
TAKE
ALwALes
A
SLICE
Phone 753-5918.
OF
House
being
ARE, NV..
painted.
Priced
day through Friday. Phone 7531)-7-C right. Call 753-5872 or 753-5092.
BREAD OUT FOR THE BIRDS...
6023 after 5:00 P. in.
fl-5-C
D-11-P
FULL TIME farm laborer want- FOR BEST OFFER, RCA &mar
2 NEW BRICK HOMES: Both
ad immediately Phone 753-8713 television set at Mcintneh trail.
3-bedrooms, living room, famafter 7:00 p. zn.
fl-5-C er, Hazel. Ky
D-7-P ily room, kitchen,
with built-in
NIGHTTIME WAITRESS need YEAR OLD HENS, 50e apiece, range, utility room, storage, in
ad. 5 to 1 shift available, five Lexie Watson, phone 489-2182 good locations and priced to
days a week. Do riot call about
D-7-C sell.
109 ACRE FARM, while it lasts
this job but come by the Pal
at this low low price of $9,000
WANTED TO BUY
we Drive-in.
TFC
00. If interested see us today.
WANTED: Good quality hay. Also have other good farms
Nancy
Phone 753-8713 after 7:00 p.
from 80 to 210 acres.
13-5-C GOOD INCOME-Rental properOPPORTUNMES
ty near schools and down town,
SERVICES OFFERED
NOW OPEN
that pays a good revenue.
FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and 3-BEDROOM BRICK on 10 acres,
REPAIRS or REMODELING. priced below replacernent of
TREE estimates. Call 7534123 buildings, and located for a
Dec.-17.0 quiet peaceful life.
or 435-4651.
15 ACRES-4 miles southeast
NOTICE: We repaire all makes of Murray, price
reduced,
Vacuum cleaners, toasters, mil- owner will consider reasonable
LAUNDRY & CLEANE
ers, leans, heaters, all small offer
appliances Ward & Elkins, 409 2 GOOD BUSINESSES in sepPhone 753-7552
Dec -25-C erate buildings on 3 acres
Maple.
near
Age 111-55
Murray, this is good property.
Could add large trailer court
IN MEMORY
It was on December 5, 1967, to present operations.
I. Preseer
that the Lord appeared unto BUILDING ON SO. 4th., near
Christine Redden and said Sycamore on lot 100' x 214' This
2. Maintenance Man
"come home" As we look upon is a suitable location for various
her going, we realize it was our types of business and particulfl-1-C
loss, but Heaven's gain. So now arly an autom hie buyInr:,
our hopes and prayers are, that COMMERCIAL LOT, 4th and
as we proceed on this life's Sycamore, with building that
'N Slats
journey, that we may so live, could be converted to various
by R. Van Buren ,
as did she, that when we reach types of business. Also space
the end of our journey, He will on rear of lot for large auto
IT'S(GASS)
ARE YOU
NO, PAL -JUST Mg
DON'T WOReyspeak the same words to us, repair and clean-up shop.
THIS IS ANY
C RAD/ T.'
ANXIOUS.' NOW GET
SLATS.' USE
come home and then we will be SEE US TO BUY or
SLATS STOPS Al' A TRAFFIC UGHT,
As
sell Real
HIM I!
OUT OF THAT H EAP-SCENE ,'
reunited in that home that He Estate.
HIS ries WANDER TOWARD THE CAR
EOM OF YOU!
has prepared for His children. FULTON YOUNG
GASPS...
HE
HIM...
NEXT
TO
Realty, 4th
Her husband
and Maple; Office phone 753To be in full charge of pay1TP 7333; Home phone Fulton
roll, receivables, payables,
Young, Broker 75349443; R. B.
corpetc., for ranall growing
Patterson, salesman. 438-5897.
"Iimmlmolor"
oration,
D-7-C
Compensation related to
-Forexperience, with prompt InINSURANCE & REAL
THREE-BEDROOM
brick on
crease after capacity demonKeeneland Drive, large den, two
ESTATE & MORTGAG
be
will
replies
All
strated.
ceramic tiled baths, central
LOANS
held confidential. Write givheating and air, with transferSee...
ing full resume, background
able 8% VA loan. Call 753-8803
and experience to
SPANN & WILSON
for appointment.
fl-5-P
,e1009
P. 0. Box 341,
4th
Ky.
Murray,
S.
205
MURRAY, KY.
BRICK HOUSE; three bedrooms,
D-7-C
two baths, custom draperies ***)
and carpct throughout. $36,800. Call 753-8787 for appointment
by Al Capp
ITC
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Boy to earn up to '9.00 per
week, after school.

Excellent paper route now open
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LEDGER & TIMES

Mill
Mil

by Charles M. Schulz

you

let.

?moilvte

by Ernie Bushzniller

IT'S A LETTER
FROM MY
STUCK-UP
COUSIN DOWN
SOUTH

as

Boone's

SHE SAYS SHE'S
THE ONLY ONE IN
TOWN WITH AN
AIR-CONDITIONED
DOLL HOUSE

Abbie

ACCOUNTANT
WANTED

•

99

Lil' Abner

SPECIAL! FOR SALE SPECIAL!

a

-ed
kes.

a

•

NEW COUNTER UNIT CUSTOM MADE BY ALLSTEEL EQUIPMENT CO. This unit was manufactured
to be in error.
to our specifications which later proved
ordered cannot use the
The customer for whom it was
at a loss if necessary.
unit and we are forced to sell it is all metal with Nile
The 42" high counter unit
gray cabinets and black base.
green laminate top dawn
and fits over three cabinets
The top Is 31'4" x 111 74"
38" wide with 2 adjustand
deep
is
which
each of
shelving). Two cabinets
of
feet
square
(63
lves
able she
are fitted with doors and locks
suggested retell prief Is
The manufacturer's
inspect it, or telephone Paul
690495 Come in and
Office Supply Dept • 753 1918 or
Heise. Ledger & Times
offer for this unit will be
reasonable
Any
753-1917
Dec 7NC
accepted.

ar

......

...

NICE 3-Bedroom brick, air-conditioner. Priced to Dell. Phone
753-7550.
D-5-C

SoW-WORSE.? IT HAS BECOME A CUSTOM FOR
REST
MIGRATOR"/ FLOC?<S TO PAUSE FOR
AND RECREATION -DIRECTLY AbovIL THE

GENERAL
HOUSE FOR SALE- 30' x 40',
three-bedroom, two-story house
with basement, on lot 70' x 215',
detached garage, air-conditioning, wall-to-wall carpet, custom
drapes, and fireplace In living
room, one block east of hospital and close to school and
town, 701 Elm, 753-8825. 0-5-P
. _
TWO-STORY BRICK, close to
town and university, 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, screened in
porch, 2 fireplaces, 753-3493.
Jan 8-C

\
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PAO/ LIGHT
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Don't Malign This Man Because We Are
All Status Seekers; Moderation Needed

LEDGER

—

MURRAY, KINTUCKY

5, 196/
THURSDAY — DECEMBER

SEEN I HEARD . .. BILLY JOE

C.

(Continued From Pogo 11

DOLLAR GENERAL STORES
SPECIAL

5' x 30"

CORDUROY SETS

SPORT SHIRTS

0400

18 Bows Per PK.

NOM
tirg

2 pks. $1.00

TO

diSizes,

Colorful Bows

S. M. I
0%
1,
enl 1

3

n

,

maPS
64

ta

SIES:

Holiday Shifts

LUXURY

BATH

•Holiday gaiety at
its best:
multi-colored
120 IPASSENGfRS AT 1,332M/ft A model of Russia's supersonic airliner Tupulov 144 is tested in a wind tunnel. It as
designed to fly at 1,552mph with 120 passengers, and may
beat the Anglo-French Concorde into the air (Cableph4ga)

screen-printed
100"0 Eortbed
cotton sateen

LADIES'AND MEN'S

WELS
e softness, full body
and luscious good looks of
the most expensive towels
•Warm,
solid tones
and
colorful
designs.

Turtleneck

KNITS
'Selection includes

•Everglaze

blends

at 61.98

• Some ladies' shirts have
zipper backs

Minicare s finish
KEN TEN ANGUS FARM
Fourth Annual Production Sale
REGISTERED ANGUS CATTLE
Thursday, December 12 - 12 Noon CST
On Farm 6 nines north of Union City, Term.
Hwy 116 - Ky -Tenn State Line Road
PERFORMANCE TESTED HERD
eo 18 STRONG SERVICE AGE MALES Weaning,
yearling and present weighLs available
sa' 50 FKMALEB. Open and bred heifers and cows,
many with calves at side Taken from heart
of the herd.
For Catalons and In formation contact:
Mr & Mrs. Parnell Garrigan and Robert - Owner'
Route 4 - Hickman, Ky 42050
Phone: Jordan, Ky. 502-883-5077
Floyd Dievert, Danville, Ky - Sales Manager
— Lunch Arallable at Sale —
•

all cottons and

f•n..

cotton-polyester
•N'alties
beginning

guarantees
retention of shape
and fresh colors
after many
launderings
•Sizes 10-18

CORDUROY

BOXER LONGIES

Medium and wide
solids and plaids

wale Coneg corduroy in

nnlo

- 4

•Navy, white, red, browns,
greens and gold
•Ladies'S-M-L

•
• United
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•Men's S-M-L-XL
$1.98 & $2.98 $
values

'Size 3 to 6X

DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

Call

•Blues, greens and gold
•Ileavy duty
elastic in
waistband

0

In

Big-New TOY
Department

•First quality and American made, tor tong
lasting good looks
•Offered in a brilliant choice
Irt
of solids, plaids, and stripes

giftemo
gli
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CHRISTMAS WRAPPING
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(Continued From Pogo 1)
wise if, todey, we either ignore from thirty-two states were enor overreact to the New Left tered in competition at the show
Do you know this man?
is forced to read the social split-level home and the mansion, Ideology, which is potentially sponsored by the Bluff City
Cutting Horse Association, Inc.,
He owns two new cars and a columns of the Tunes for the you see.
as dangerous as either Lucian and Handicapped, Inc.
two-car garage, but the garage next 10 years in a high, clear
The pucklish John O'Hara,nov- or COMML111111M
Danny Kingins, son of Mr.
stands empty because the cars voice," writes Coren.
elist, expressed a common attitWe businessmen must do our and Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins, enSri parked In the driveway so
In Philadelploa,"upper-uppe- ude toward "Levers" when he "homewort" on what we bePeople who live nearby will know rs" confirm their status by clos- wrote: "I try not to let myself lieve es thoroughly as mem- tered in the Junior Western
pleasure class riding his horse.
they
neighbor
what an affluent
ing a big deal with an ''All righty- forget that the 26 English dukes bers of the New Left have done
"King Putty".
have.
roo" and they take leave of their are subject to the common cold theirs on what they believe.
Fred Wilhite, also of the New
He "forgets" to remove the hosts with "Nightie—noodles." and hicooughs and mosquito bites, Only then can there be a useProvidence Riding Club, rode
itemized price list from the side Really.
and nightmares and Ingrown hai- ful "dialogue" between the "King Putty" in the Senior
window of the car he bought three
For unmitigated pomposity, fl- rs in the same degree as 26 groups.
Western pleasure club. There
months ago. Anyone who might rst prize goes to the people in descendants of Irish royalty(O'Hwere 43 other entries in 'this
doubt the newness of Lis car will the small frame house on a very ara among them) and 26 men
clam.
doubt no more when he sees the modest-size lot who erect a large chosen at random among the Hovercraft Service
The top ten cutting horses
price list.
sign of rough-hewn r edweed bear- citizens of South Nail File,N.D." on French Riviera
were entered in the show which
'round
He rides ‘round and
NICE. France , UPD—Regu- was classed as an A Show with
ing the boast -Smith Ranch."
Though we're all equal, by
his postage stamp lawn like the
O'Hara's standards, most peop- lar hovercraft service now the large number of horses enlinks the French Riviera re- tered in the show.
On second thought, bow can the le still aspire
Lord of the Manor, astride his
to be more equal
thousand nailer garden tractor Smiths be blamed when the same than their fellows. Which is fine. sorts; of Nice. Cannes and St.
Proceeds from the show so
Tropez. The hovercraft have
society that calls them pretenant eon
attatchm
identhtmo;ertus
for the benefit of the handimln oderation, status seeking is a speed of 60 miles an
hour
He tells you he's a vice pres- tious associates lower status In- nititiiing
capped in the Memphis area.
thy, more than a sign of a and carry 90 passengers.
. He doesn't th breast feeding. If you claim
Those attending from the
well-integrated persontell you that 137 other men also high status in your community, be silty the Family
New Providence Club were Mr.
Economics Burare vice presidents at his level. sure to let it be known that you eau concluded.
New Queen's
and Mrs. Billy Joe Kinglets and
This man is a status seeker. don't breast feed your babies.
children, Debbie and Danny,
Says Sociologist Park about Voyage Set
He can be observed in any soc- Just as unexplainable as a sta- role playing (status seeking
NEW YORK (UPI) —The Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilhite and
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE— Violence flares about an hour aftttr classes resumed at
in
nil circle monopolizing the can. his scale based upon breast feed- action): "It is in these roles that new luxury liner Queen Eliza- children, Sharma, Freddy, and
San Francisco State College and club-swinging police break up a band of demonstrators.
Subject: himself.
ing is a relation between status we lmow each other; it is in these beth 2 will make her maiden Leanrsit. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
No need to malign the poor and stature. A psychology pro- roles that we know ourselves." voyage in mid-January, a McCuiston and children, Sheila
spokesman for Cunard Line
man, though, because all of us fessor, introducing a guest to
Oasis Town Now
Of course, if you don't want told a news conference here. and Shan, Mr. and Mrs. Terry horses were boarded at the
New Caribbean Program
are status seekers. We caret five different student groups, as- to play a role to qualify
Shoemaker, Mr. and Mrs. Bob- Fairgrounds.
Tourist attraction
for high- The 60.000-ton vessel will reKenneth Jackson of Galatia,
by Clayton, Mr. and Mrs. Bobwhat people think of us. Of cour- signed him a higher academic ra- er social status, you have
ARICA. Chile ;UPI)—This
a sim- place theaQueen Mary and the
NEW YORK , UPI—A new, populous city oasis in the midst
by Wilson, Bobby C Stubble- III., was the judge for the memse, most of us don't pursue Mei nk in each succeeding introd- ple alternative: Avoid the
people Queen Elizabeth on Cunard's
14-day vacation program cov- of Chile's vast Andean Desert
field, Jerry Lainsiter, Jimmy phis show.
Goddess Esteem with the same! uction. When students were asked on the rung above, you.
They transatlantic runs as well as
ering the Caribbean islands of has become a prime tourist
Lassiter, and Bob Atkins, Mr.
shameless ardor as our scheml to estimate the man's height,they won't miss you.
on cruise services.
Aruba, Barbados. Martinique attraction since special air
and Mrs. Dorsey Hendon and
tog friend_
made him taller as his rank rose.
and Curacao has been an- conditioned tour buses began
children, Tony, Roger, and Son- Tennessee Campsites
The commonness of statusThe very act of status seeking FROM: Stephen
A. Franzmeier, New York Service
nouneeid by KLM Royal Dutch running from Santiago. Chile.
ya.
seeking was confirmed in a sur- has become a prestige factor. If Family Economics
NASHVILLE, Tenn 1UPI) — Airlines.
Bureau, Nor- Helps tourists
and Lima, Peru
Attending
from
the
Calloway
vey of the pretentious of Amer- you profess disinterest in status, thwestern National
Plans for building 50 new tent
NEW YORK
Life InsurGuests may choose from
UPI) — The County Riding Club were
Bill
icans by Northwestern National subtract one Brownie point. On ance Co., 20 Washington
and
trailer
campsites
at
NatNew
York Convention and 111nearly two dozen hotels on the
Avenue
Warren, Mrs. Lucy Rollins, Mr. chez Trace State Park, WilLife Insurance Company's Fam- this basis, Glenn Rogers, the S., Minneapolis
islands. The itinerary includes
55440 (612) 372- iitors Bureau at 90 E. 42nd and Mrs. Mitchell Stom,
Mrs.
dersville,
Tenn
been
,
ily Economics Bureau.
have
anhermit of Modoe County, Calif., 5626.
St.. directly opposite Grand
three days on Aruba, four days
Status seeking proved to be an has a minus score. "To hell with
Cential Station. is set up to Earlene Thurman, Butch Gro- nounced by the Tennessee De- on Barbados, three days on Crafftinfeh's'Festival
SILVER DOLLAR CITY, Mo.
gan,
partment
Meta
of
Conservation.
Grogan,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
help visitors with their probailment that afflicts all ages, all everybody," says Rogers, 67,
Martinique and four days on
Each will have water and Curacao. The program begins ,UPI) — Old fashioned doll
social classes. Sociologist Rob- who has lived alone for 11 years LONG BEACH. Calif. tUPI) nms. Visitors can receive free Rex Camp, and Miss Pam Coop—London double-decker buses strides and
electric hookup, paved pad and on a Sunday with the KLM makers are included among the
maps to the city, er.
ert Ezra Park is quoted as say- in a 13-by-15 foot shack in a milebrought to Long Beach now A restaurant
The Murray and Calloway' paved access roads. An all- flight from the United States 100 craftsfolk demonstrating
and hotel direcing: "Everyone is always and high mountain valley.
operate daily. taking visitors
weather bathhouse and assem- to Aruba and returns to the their rare talents at the Naeverywhere more or less consc- Some teen-agers, too, are sup- to see the liner Queen Mary tory, a shopping guide, as well County persons all stayed at bly area are being
built, along United States from Curacao on tional Festival of Craftsmen
as
new
the
Holiay
infoimation
Inn
on
at
what's
Memgoing
iously playing a role" in attem- remely unconcerned with status. moored in the city's harbor.
scheduled for Oct. 5-20.
with grills and tables.
on in the city.
a Saturday.
over
pbis
th
*
weekend.
Their
pting to maintain or raise his; They march to a different drummer: The scene is the entrance
status.
Biness
us
and government havel marquee outside an auditorium
EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES EVERY
become accessories in the role! where Jimi Hendrix will "perDAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES EVERY
playing game by endowing em- form" a half hour from now.
ployes with pretentious titles-1 Entering the auditorium is a,
paying them off with titles, some. procession of anparitiuns that
say. Cooks become executive ch- would make grandma gasp.
efs; garbage collectors become . There's a tall, pimply boy
sanitation engineers, by edict of wearing a Lincoln-style top hat
the Milwaukee City Council; jan- and playing a mouth organ;a girlitors become custodial engine- no, it's a boy-wearing a satin
ers; and order-takers become blouse, even flatel slacks and
sales engineers. In this tray per- a purple beret
few steps befectly honorable occupations are hind him is a tall girl mpsyched•
given extra prestige by a play on elic pajamas and a gold satin
words.
cape. A girl in stocking feet is
Some people carry status seek- wearing a peasant costume and
ing to preposterous lengths.M14- carrying a pitchfork.
ir:-.-eratirs move to suburbia
None of them would be welcome
neighborhoods of $45,000 holi- at the Unosvenor Ball' Which
es and suddenly begin proomeao- brings up another point: One thi*Select from Angel Top, Butcher, Knit Capri
nig "tomato" and "either" the ng status seekers have in commTootsie and Crawler sets
way movie stars do. "Proiect" on, besides status seeking,is dis•Boys' and girls 9 to 18 months
acquires a long "o" in the voc- dain for people who have recently'
abulary of a young executive. attained status, for those who
Allen Corm, a writer for Pat- "always" had it and attend the
en magazine, would have us be- 1Grosvenor Ball every year- es'Friction Toys
'6 Rolls — 4 paper
lieve that in England highborn pecially if they are snobs.
• •Large
Plastic Toys
offspring are snatched from the- It's a re-enactment of the an4'
"x 30"
I
$2.98 &
S
2
ir cribs at birth, and a ceremon- cient tattle between the "naves"
•Music
al
and Pull Toys.
t‘017.
ial pebble, in the family since . and the "have-oots"--the serfs
•4 Foil 21" x 30"
$3.98
#
•
Large Walking Dolls.
the Norman conquest, is slipped and the lords, the outcasts and
Si Roll Paper
Values
under the infant's tongue. 'The the Brahmans, the coolies and
•Structo, Nylint, Buddy L,
60'
lips are sewed together to leave the landlords. Only bad luck,c: c,
and Hubley Metal Toys
x 26"
a miniscule gap, and the child silver spoon, lies between C.
and Sets.
•4 Rolls Paper
MEN'S
(Extra Fancy)

VERY DAY 1 1

-

0

$1.98 value

EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

EVERY DAY IS DOILA
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Jerry PIA
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